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C.S.RAO

Information is a great leveller. Whether through
television, newspapers or the Internet, what we can
learn today is barely a pace behind what is there to
know. Products, services, attitudes, values...
customers are imbibing the best that the world has
to offer and are demanding the same value for their
money here as they could get elsewhere.

But knowing and wanting is easier than
providing. And that too in a market that has long
been working on very different deliverables. Those
deliverables were controlled by the the service
provider who had virtual monopoly and could
determine what he would deliver.

This was one of the things that was expected to
change when competition was introduced in the
market three years ago. By providing a choice of
insurance companies and marketing channels, the
insurance customer was presented with the
possibility of better service.

Competition was expected to bring in better
attention, better systems and services, new

From the Publisher

products and the technology to support it all in the
most contemporary of manners.

Whether that has happened is an assessment
that we must constantly make because efforts at
customer satisfaction and better customer service
levels  is a work in progress.

What we look at in this issue of IRDA Journal
is how well the insurance industry has been tracking
customer expectations. Companies and consumer
groups have described their experiences and even
aspirations and have tried to define where we stand
today in front of a customer who is moving faster
ahead and who is setting the pace for the kind of
products and services he wants. Whether the
industry will be able to deliver or it will be a lost
opportunity is a question that will always demand
analysis and answers.

The next issue continues the same theme but
from a different angle. We will explore what new
products the enlarged industry has come up with in
the last few years and what the implications have
been for the market.
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Time to Network !A
The insurance industry saw one of its rare regional meets earlier this month in Delhi. At the XIVth

Insurance Congress of Developing Countries (ICDC), organised by the General Insurance Corporation of
India (GIC) on behalf of the Association of Insurers and Reinsurers of Developing Countries, the aim was all
regional co-operation, developing the reinsurance markets of the Afro-Asian and the Latin American and
East European nations.

But past efforts at pooling capacities have not succeeded. That this has not been overcome was apparent
from the fact that the Latin American countries did not participate in the congress and the East European
countries were barely there. Without them, as Mr. Ezzat Abdel-Bary, Secretary General, Federation Of Afro-
Asian  Insurer And Reinsurers (FAIR) said, the AIRDC is only another FAIR! Something needs to be done to
ensure that the region reaches out to its potential.

Voicing a similar concern was Mr. S. A. Kumar  of Asian Re. Asian Re was floated with participation from
various Asian  government to support the reinsurance market here. But it was struggling from lack of capital
and hence capacity to write business, Mr. Kumar pointed out.

Support, of the moral even more than the financial kind, has been slow in coming from the various
governments, was the feeling among the participants. If this is taken as the germ of the diagnosis and if we
moved purposefully towards it we could establish a strong reinsurance market in this region. And this was
one of the aims or aspirations of the liberalisation of the Indian insurance market, among many. The expertise
is there and, certainly, the market is there. It is only a matter of vision and a sense of the larger purpose.
India, to which most of the developing countries openly look up for guidance and the first move – and this was
again openly articulated more than once at the congress, formally and informally – has the opportunity to sow
the seeds for a strong reinsurance market in this region.

And the time is now because the GIC Chairman, Mr. P. C. Ghosh, has been made the President of AIRDC
for the next two years. And concurrently, the IRDA Chairman, Mr. C. S. Rao, has been made President of the
Association of Insurance Supervisory Authorities of Developing Countries (AISADC).

Coming to the theme of this issue, we look at the universal quest of all good businesses. Tracking customer
expectations and responding to them. We have for you a feast of thoughts from a cross section of industry
members. What emerges is that while methodologies and intentions are clear, it is still early days for the
reading of customer expectations to become clear and get crystallised into product offerings.

The case with service quality is more tragic. Read what consumer activists say in this issue. They are the
ones who spend time with customers who are in trouble and who have the diagnosis on what went wrong in
their interaction with insurance companies. There are lessons to be learnt from here if only people will listen.
And the thing is that these are oft repeated lessons.

And we follow up this topic with something related and as important: how well has the industry responded
to the need for new products for a new age. That is in the next issue. Please write in to us about this topic. We
also, as always, look forward to suggestions of new themes for us to write about.

K. Nitya Kalyani
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New Lamps, and Old...
K. Nitya Kalyani

One of the many aspirations that the
Malhotra committee report articulated
was the need for newer products that
reflect the changing security and
protection needs of a very fast changing
society.

In much less than a generation – in
fact in less than even a decade – the
attitude and needs of the Indian
customer have changed drastically. The
earlier apathy and futile resentment of
monopoly service providers in different
industries have given way to awareness
of their rights and higher aspirations
wrought through information of what
was happening elsewhere in the world.

The need for new products also rose
quickly as lifestyles changed
dramatically from dignified resignation
to an aspirational acquisition spree. If
the former was characterised by caution
in savings, investment, career choices
and working and lifestyles, the latter
was more adventurous, choosy and
daring in all these and more.

Added to this were the new risks that
the new era brought. Greater health
consciousness as well as the incidence
of more lifestyle diseases has meant
that health insurance has seen a strong
buyer pull. Higher life expectancy and
the breakdown of the joint family
system have awoken the need for
pensions. Greater need to provide for a
young family’s uncertain future in the
event of death or disablement of the
primary breadwinner, specially in the
absence of the old close family bonds
and sense of financial obligation to the
extended family, has brought in a sense
of urgency to buying life and property
insurances.

It will be said that these changes
are really in the urban white collar and
professional circles and that is a
miniscule part of the population.

Perhaps. But another way to look at it
is that they are the thin end of the
wedge. Their thinking today will
transmit itself to other parts of the
society. Even today aspirational
lifestyles and attitudes are spreading
faster than before and rural areas are
not immune to its seduction through
television. The changes may be to a
lesser degree and may even manifest
themselves differently, but gone are the
complacent and even fatalistic days
when the average Indian was content
with what he got. And remember, even
then he did so not because of a lack of

enterprising spirit or dreams but
because that was how the environment
was.

Giving credence to this is the way
the automobile and telecom
industries have responded to the
customer with new offerings. While
the models and variants trotted out
by the car and motorcycle makers
amaze and delight us. Telecom

Has the insurance industry
come up with new products
to match consumer demand?

But aspirational lifestyles
and attitudes are

spreading faster than ever
and rural areas are not far

away from its seduction.

Write to us at:
Editor, IRDA Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B,
Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004
e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org
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operators, including basic telephone
service providers confound us with
their tariff packages and schemes
which need nothing less than a
spreadsheet and whiteboard to be
analysed! Bankers and other lenders
are flooding the market with newer
products and higher service levels
every day of the week. And these
industries are just some examples of
introduction of free market practices
including the introduction of
competition.

Where are the insurance
companies in this regard? New risks
need new approaches to protect them.
How has the insurance industry
responded? Are there new products
reflecting the new lifestyles, financial
position and expectations of the
customers? Are the insurers tracking
the changing needs of the society and
fashioning new covers to meet the
demand? Or are the same old products
being tinkered with and repackaged
with advertising and marketing filling
gaps that products miss? Are some
products, hitherto ignored, being
demanded more now since their time
has come, so to say?

 These are the questions we look
at in the next issue of IRDA Journal.
Don’t forget to join us!
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Towards Regional Cooperation

Dr. (Chief) O.A. Bailey, Commissioner of Insurance, Nigeria and outgoing President
of AIRDC and AISADC  handing over Presidentship of AIRDC to Mr. P.C. Ghosh,
Chairman, GIC, for 2004 to 2006.
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Dr. (Chief) O.A. Bailey, Commissioner of Insurance, Nigeria and outgoing President
of AIRDC and AISADC  handing over Presidentship of AISADC to Mr. C.S. Rao,
Chairman, IRDA, for 2004 to 2006.
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Challenges for New Age Companies
While explaining  risk perceptions,

Donald Rumsfeld, US Defense
Secretary, made a characteristic
statement recently: “There are known
knowns; these are things we know we
know. We also know there are known
unknowns, that is to say we know there
are some things we do not know. But
there are also unknown unknowns – the
ones we don’t know we don’t know.”

In insurance buying, most customers
would probably describe their level of
understanding of insurance contracts in
the above manner. Customers know
generally what a policy covers; they also
know that there are several fine prints
in insurance contracts, which they do not
know, or perhaps care to know, at the
time of buying. And they also seem to
generally conclude that when it comes
to making a claim under an insurance
policy, there could be several issues of
which they are just unaware at the time
of buying the policy in the first place.

Changing consumer expectations
A remarkable trend in the insurance

industry in the last three years is the
rapid change in the knowledge level as
well as expectations of the customers.
A study conducted last year by Forte, a
collaborative effort between FICCI and
ING Vysya Insurance Co. about the
consumer behaviour in the pre- and post-
liberalisation days of the industry had
revealed stunning changes in consumer
expectations.

It looks as though the docile,
uninformed, insurance consumer has
suddenly been transformed into an
aggressive and highly demanding
species.

While the fresh air of competition in
every sector of the economy brings in
major changes in consumer expectations
(witness the sea change in the attitude
of automobile buyers in India in the last
five years), the insurance industry has
witnessed a few unique aspects, such
as regulation-inspired efforts to educate
insurance buyers, and a vast change in
the skills and capabilities of the
intermediaries involved in distribution.

Key motivating factors for buying insurance
In respect of life insurance, potential

buyers are driven to buying a policy for
one or more of three major reasons:
security of the money invested, saving for
one or more specific purposes, and the
availability of tax benefit. Customers are
increasingly known to place less reliance
on the tax benefit factor, and stress more
on the security aspect and the end-use
objective.

The challenge of the insurance
companies is to address the motivating
factors imaginatively and come up with
genuine solutions. Take for example, the
consumer’s objective of taking a policy to
save money for higher education of  a child.
This has been a driving force in the sale of
new insurance contracts in several other
countries too, notably in Asia.

A potential buyer primarily expects
that the saving should be a painless
process and that the money saved should
be absolutely safe. The challenge is to
provide not only convenient payment
options, but also mechanisms that could
offer some measure of protection and relief
to the customer if he is forced to disrupt
the payment arrangement for unforeseen
reasons.

On the issue of the consumers’
perception of security of the money
invested, there are two important
aspects. One is how the features of the
insurance contract are put across to the
buyer (whether it is a unit-linked policy
or endowment oriented). The second is how
to address more effectively the question

about the dependability of the new
generation companies that potential new
insurance buyers raise during sales calls
especially outside metros and in small
towns  (referred to in  publicity jargon as
buyers in the SEC B and C categories).

Both insurance companies and the
Regulator need to address this
behavioural challenge more actively.

Consumers’ experience with the agents and
other intermediaries

There has been a vast change in the
approach of the insurance agent from the
pre-liberalisation days. While the agent
in the past established informal contacts
with potential buyers and often depended
on referrals from friends and family
members, the new age companies insist
on a professional, and often aggressive
stance on the part of the sales staff.

Customer expectations in this regard
revolve around two key aspects: first,
whether the customer is getting truthful
advice from the agent, or if he is pushing
a product that yields him the highest
commission rate. Invariably, the
customers today expect the insurance
agent (and other intermediaries such as
the bancassurance sales staff) to

R. Krishnamurthy

Changing Needs

It is time the Regulator
seriously considered the
customer expectations of

differential premium rates
for the same policy bought
through different channels,

and allowed the practice.

- Customer Behaviour in Insurance Buying
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provide a ready comparison of
competitors’ products and how the
product the agent is suggesting is
superior to the others.

How far is the need-based analysis
of insurance requirement, that the new
age sales staff are trained to offer, found
to be relevant and useful to potential
insurance buyers? The answer varies
from the metro cities and small towns.

Thanks to the general publicity given
by new insurance companies about the
protection aspect of insurance,
customers in major cities have come to
appreciate the need for higher level of
insurance cover with reference to their
earning stage in working life.

However outside metro cities,
customers tend to take a clear view that
saving-oriented policies are more
needed. There is also marked reluctance
to disclose the true personal financial
status and the corresponding insurance
needs to insurance salespersons.

The second aspect of customers’
perception about the new generation of
insurance agents is the level of
continuing commitment of the agent to
arrange post-sale service. Potential
insurance buyers are unsure that they
would continue to deal with the same
agent who sold the policy throughout the
term. They would tend to place more
reliance on the company’s general
promises of service and commitment.

This is an important message for the
insurance companies. As insurance
customers increasingly make
arrangements to pay periodical
premiums directly through the
electronic medium, or though automatic
transfers from their bank accounts,
thereby bypassing the need for regular
post-sale service by the agents,
customers would tend to place more
reliance on the direct standard of service
from the company concerned. Instances
of customers requiring agents to arrange
for loans against their policies, or
change nominations etc. are rare.
Therefore companies need to gear
themselves to provide high service
standards directly.

Premium shopping
Is pricing, or the premium rate for a

policy, a deciding factor for buying
insurance? It is indeed so in a price-
sensitive market such as ours. In several
forums, customers have voiced the general
feeling that as insurance products become
more complex, and they get bundled with
several riders, it is becoming impossible
to make price comparisons between
different companies.

An increasingly larger segment of
customers now questions why the
premium rate should be the same for a
policy if bought direct from the company
over Internet, or through a channel
considered simpler, such as the
bancassurance channel. There is logic in
the insurance companies passing on the
cost saving to customers in such cases.

It is time the Regulator seriously
considered the customer expectations of

differential premium rates for the same
policy bought through different channels
and allowed the practice. For example, it
is common for banks abroad to offer a
higher interest rate to exclusive Internet
clients. It should therefore be conceivable
to offer premium rebate to insurance
buyers who consciously decide to approach
the company directly for buying a policy
(after presumably taking the trouble of
educating themselves about the product
features and other aspects), and choose
to deal with the company directly for future
servicing needs.

Incidentally, a recent study of new age
consumer behaviour published by two
researchers in the Harvard Business
Review (July 2002) debunks the customer
loyalty factor, long stressed in marketing

literature. The authors conclude that long-
standing customers do not pay more for
the same products, nor do these customers
cost less to service.

High expectations on claim servicing
One aspect of customer service from

new age insurance companies that
remains to be tested widely is the claim
payment record. While consumers seem
to be satisfied that the survival benefits
under a life insurance policy would get
paid rather promptly from the tech-savvy
new companies, obviating the need for
interlocution by the insurance agent,
insurance buyers are not yet convinced
about hassle-free payment in the event of
a claim, whether under a life policy or a
general insurance policy. This is especially
so in respect of rider benefits such as
critical illness or hospitalisation benefits.

The level of consumer skepticism on
claim payment is markedly high in respect
of non-life insurance products, such as
Householders’ Package or Mediclaim
policies. There is considerable work to be
done to boost the level of confidence both
by insurance companies and the
Regulator.

In their book Corporate Kinetics,
Michael Fredette and Steve Michaud
describe that the speed of change in
customer requirements and market
dynamics far outpace the ability of most
companies to plan ahead. By the time a
company completes the development of a
strategy and makes investments to
pursue the strategy, the opportunity often
ceases to exist.

It is therefore important that the new
age insurance companies become ‘kinetic’
enterprises, which can take advantage of
unpredictable customer demands and
unexpected market events immediately.
This is vastly relevant for the Indian
market where the insurance consumers
are rapidly coming of age.

The author is retired Managing Director
and CEO of SBI Life Insurance
Company. He can be reached at
r.krishna@bom4.vsnl.net.in

 New age insurance
companies should become
‘kinetic’ enterprises, which

can take advantage of
unpredictable customer

demands and unexpected
market events immediately.
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Four years back when Aviva offered me a
position in India, I accepted it without even
a second thought. For me it was a challenge
to head operations in a country as big and as
complex as Western Europe. We launched
our operations in June 2002. Over the last
two years I have seen the market grow at
an exponential pace. I feel that the pace of
growth has been partly led by the customer
himself who for the first time has been
exposed to a wide choice of insurance
products and services in the market.

“Customer Centricity” is an idiom
strongly entrenched in Aviva. This is not
merely a mission statement on paper. It is a
principle that has percolated across different
functional teams and is also a part of the
yearly Performance Contract filled up by all
the employees.

During my meetings with the customer
services team, I particularly like to hear the
queries and feedback of our customers both
pre as well as post-sales.

A few years back, for customers looking
at insuring themselves, there was only one
option to consider. Expectations were limited
to the financial security of their money, the
product range was fixed and customer
service revolved around their respective
agents.

The situation is very different today.
With a wider choice, the customer today is
not only demanding but is also more aware
and knowledgeable about the product
details. Transparency is a key theme in our
product innovation.

One day I decided to visit our centralised
call centre based on the eighth floor of our
building to listen to some of the calls being
answered. The queries that I heard opened
me up to the psyche of the Indian customer
as well as the huge potential of the market.

There was a customer who called from
Coimbatore, asking about our latest NAV
figures! Here is a customer who is keen to
track his returns and is also knowledgeable
about the details of his product. There was
another one who called to know additional
details about our fund value.

This made me feel that earlier the
customer had one interface for all his queries
and feedback on insurance – the insurance
agent. Now, he can not only look at a choice
of products from 12 different companies but
can also look at another point of contact to
air his comments and his queries.

I spoke about this to my customer
services team. Though they agreed with me,
they still felt that the customer continued to
look for a ‘personal touch.’ Even if the
customer received additional details about
the product from the customer care service
or through brochures and other collaterals,
he would still in the end like to verify them
with his agent. With the growth of private
life insurance, the products introduced in
the market are also getting more
sophisticated. The customer is trying to keep
pace with understanding the intricacies of
his policy. However he still has a long way
to go and that is where the dependency on
the agent is still quite strong.

What stuck me most during my trip to
the call centre was the insistence of the
customer to solve his query on an immediate
basis. This was in sharp contrast to the
earlier days when the customer was used to
his agent getting back to him after a few
weeks. He has now started looking at
insurance as any other financial service,
expecting high standards of customer care.

My sales team has also been giving me
feedback about the way the behaviour of
the customer has changed over the last few
years. Earlier the customer looked at
insurance as a tax saving product. Now the
customer has started looking at it as a key
investment tool and asks queries related to
illustrations and the different benefits
accrued from the wide choice of products.

Aviva on its part has introduced some
key initiatives for its customers. One of
them is the “Financial Health Check”, which
is a complimentary service administered by
our expert Financial Planning Advisers
(FPAs). The Financial Health Check is a need
based analysis of the customer’s long-term
savings and insurance needs. Depending on
your life stage and earnings, the Financial
Health Check assesses and recommends the
right insurance product for you. We always

advise our customers to go through a
Financial Health Check before deciding on
their investments. The other is the SMS
service which informs the customer about
the policy enforcement, premium due date,
policy lapse, additional single premium as well
as indexation.

We have invested in a sophisticated
information technology system to ensure the
online availability of customer records. A
customer can call from any part of the country
and the customer care executive has his
records in front of him. This not only makes
the customer comfortable with the company
but also expedites the solution of the problem.

The insurance industry has one of the
best regulators in the country today. The
IRDA has been able to regulate the companies
appropriately while ensuring the
development of the market.

The Regulator’s recent initiative of
introducing a code of conduct for life insurers
on the correct illustration of their products is
strongly customer focused.

Some companies were showing
illustrations with returns far in excess of
what can be achieved in the long run. Further
they were also not differentiating between
guaranteed and non-guaranteed benefits.

From April 1, this will stop and all
companies will have to show illustrations
with two scenarios: low return and high
return. At the moment the rates fixed are
six per cent and 10 per cent but companies
can show illustrations with less than six per
cent also. Another benefit is that customers
can more easily compare policies of different
companies on a like to like basis, as the rate
of return assumed will be the same.

I started my career as an insurance
agent. The days that I spent interacting
with the customer helped me perceive his
needs and act accordingly. In India the
customer has started tasting the fruits of a
competitive market. He will now be more
demanding and will start educating himself
about the intricacies of an insurance
product. That’s a challenge that the
insurers need to rise up to.

Stuart Purdy

Staying Ahead

I started my career as an
insurance agent. The days

that I spent interacting
with the customer helped
me perceive his needs and

act accordingly.

The author is  Managing Director, Aviva Life
Insurance Company.
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As all businesses are fine-
tuning their logistics and
optimising use of capital,

they are expecting
insurance companies to

deliver solutions which are
aligned with their needs

on a real time basis.

Businesses are being exposed to
progressively higher levels of
uncertainties. This has driven up the
cost of doing business on many fronts.
One of the most important elements of
this cost is the cost of risk management.

Businesses have always faced a
multitude of risks and have been using
various tools for minimising it. But in
the last couple of decades, a plethora of
natural and man-made events have
resulted in organisations looking at risk
management tools with renewed
interest. As insurance is the key
technique for mitigating operating risks,
it has ceased to be a backroom finance
focus and is a matter of strategic
management in the boardrooms
nowadays.

Obviously the customer today is very
demanding and is eager to learn about
risk management. Many CEOs are
taking direct interest in risk
management for their organisations and
are participating in formulating risk
strategies.

Many corporates and large groups
have been making efforts to acquire
expertise in risk management and have
sought help from insurance companies
on a range of activities starting with
basic awareness workshops to more
detailed risk assessment programmes.

We have been involved in many such
programmes and it was very heartening
to see a high level of interest coupled
with increasing focus. Further, there is
a clear expectation of a partnership
approach from insurance companies,
and corporates expect an insurance
company to add value in forging risk
solutions by:

◆  Dimensioning the needs – Indian
corporates are being exposed to  many
risks due to their efforts to globalise
their business. As these risks are
very new to them, they have sought the
help of insurance companies

Anytime, Anywhere...
Chirag Jain

to understand them. For example,  many
companies are re-examining the efficacy
of traditional liability covers for their
risk needs.

◆  Advising on the possible set of solutions
– Customers are expecting insurers to
provide an array of risk transfer
mechanisms and not just an insurance
policy.

◆  Evaluation and strategic advice on
suitability of solutions – Corporates want
insurers to help them carry out risk
analysis to arrive at a tolerable risk
scenario. Insurers are supposed to
assist in arriving at risk perception
through analysis of industry trends.

◆  Linking risk management to corporate
objectives – Corporates have recognised
that efficient risk management can be a
competitive advantage and is also
critical for business continuity planning
in cases of disasters.

◆  Developing a solution tailored to look
after their needs – While interacting with
certain customers we realised that we
needed to provide a specialised cover to
deal with weather risks. We also realised
that there are no prior experiences
available to guide us for this cover and
were amazed as to how a simple
customer can have such a complex need.

 As all businesses are fine-tuning
their logistics and optimising use of
capital, they are expecting insurance
companies to deliver solutions which are
aligned with their needs on a real time
basis. Insurance companies are being

expected to use technology innovatively
to deliver cost effective and flexible
insurance solutions. While we have
delivered many generic and customised
technology driven policy issuance and
servicing solutions to our customers
and intermediaries, there are some
areas of bottlenecks.

The general insurance industry is
facing a scenario where distribution of
most retail products is economically
unviable. Our experiences have revealed
that there is a good market for the retail
products, which is inaccessible due to
distribution constraints. By growing
the e-insurance market, regulators can
bring about a paradigm shift in the way
insurance distribution takes place at
present and can help the industry  grow
at a much faster pace.

The tailoring of optimal solutions
is a very key expectation and is being
provided in most of the special
contingency covers. In addition, there
is expectation of detariffing which will
enable  customisation and risk based
pricing for customer.

Customers are clearly expecting
insurers to understand their business,
their core strengths, their
vulnerabilities and new opportunities
and to provide solutions that address
their needs anytime, anywhere.

We, the insurers, have to look at our
customers very differently and go
beyond the expected.

The author is the Operations Head at
ICICI Lombard General Insurance
Company looking after Underwriting
Operations, Customer Service and
Quality.
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Liberalisation and customer dominance
Liberalisation of the insurance sector

has facilitated entry of more players of
diverse complexion including those from
the private sector with a foreign pedigree
for selling insurance products. The
injection of additional distributor
channels has added to the flavour of more
competition. Customers now have a wider
choice of selection of insurance providers
giving them a voice and a unique identity
long denied to them.

The customers of today, armed with
cell phones, laptops, money in their pockets
and a driving ambition to succeed in their
respective professions, want quality
insurance products of more value at lower
cost and guaranteed to perform as
understood by them. They care less for and
are even contemptuous of insurers having
complex, problematic and fatiguing
procedures of transactions either in
organising covers or in settlement of claims.

Customers want insurers to perform
keeping their needs and requirements as
the primary purpose of their business
rather than the control mechanisms that
benefit the insurers’ shareholders and
managements. Time spent with insurers
and their fragmented departments based
on functions and products are regarded
as the additional costs and inconveniences
of doing business with them.

Customer Economy
From a monopolistic provider’s

economy, the balance has suddenly swung
in favour of a customer economy with
more competitors pursuing the same set
of customers putting the latter in drivers’
seats. Insurers have now become
supplicants for scarce buyers forcing them
to choose between enhancing customer
value and shareholder value as a
corporate strategy. Anticipating
customers’ needs and delivering on
promises made in contracts and with a
human face has become the basis of
delivering customer value. Are insurers
ready to face the new challenges of the
customer economy?

With tariffs making insurance
products seem like commodities and with

competition ever sharp with no
differentiation among the providers,
customers have realised that in the
power game of insurance transactions
they now have the upper hand. The
developments in communication and
information technology, the use of
Internet for information exchange,
globalisation and liberalisation of the
financial sector have changed customer
profiles beyond recognition making the
self-serving insurance regimes run for
cover to retain their premiums.

Are the insurers, ever slow- footed, so
shell-shocked that they are unable to
understand and adapt to the new
customer demands for services and
products made on them? Do they
understand how their customers’ buying
preferences and service attitudes have
changed while the insurers have remained
either immobile or have become poorer in
their business strategies, work practices

and management and employee
attitudes? Customer economy has
changed the rules of how the insurance
game is played.

What do customers want?
Customers of today are better

educated, better informed, more
discriminating, more sophisticated and
are more individualistic. What they
value in an insurance transaction has
dramatically changed. They have an
aggressive competitive outlook and have
more choice of providers. They value their
time. The speed of response, reliability
of insurance products, transparency and
fairness of the provider are more valued.
They look to their convenience and want
insurers to perform for their benefit.

Customers increasingly are resorting
to a management-based approach to
buying insurance. They attach more
significance to the spectrum of insurance
coverage they buy and their relative costs.
They are eager to learn more of how their
insurances are structured and the cost-
benefit aspects of insurance purchases.
Negotiation and evaluation of insurers’
presentations are done on a team-based
approach. They understand better the
legal principles on which insurance
purchases are based and are keen to press
for their contractual rights. They are
better aware of the avenues available to
them to get their complaints resolved and
know how to pressurise insurers to
perform.

This article seeks to highlight a few
areas of transformation of the customer
profiles that has put a challenging strain
on the service and selling capabilities of
insurers and for which they have yet to
find solutions that can work for them.
Insurers in the public and private sectors
must revisit their structure, systems and
attitudes if they want to survive at the
market place that is full of bargain,
challenges and deal cutting.

Customers are better educated
The customers of today know quite a

good deal more about insurance, their risk
exposures, insurance pricing and claims
settlement. They have access to
consultants, brokers and other
intermediaries to learn from. They are
more commercial minded and understand
what they have bought more clearly and
are aware of their contractual rights. They
are fussy and do not hesitate to complain
about shoddy service or advice if they feel
they have been short charged.

Customers have begun to put more
value on convenience and on speedier
disposal of problems. Time and saving on
it for other personal works has become a
primary item of value. What a customer
values has changed and that is
convenience and time over cost and
transparency in transactions over rigidity
and surprise in negotiations.

Customers are more discriminating
Given a wide choice of availability of

insurance providers, customers are

Liberalised Customers!
G.V. Rao - A Challenge for Insurers

Ask your customers how
your services are

perceived by them. They
will tell you what is wrong

with you.  Reform
continually to stay ahead.
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discriminating in their selection of the
insurer. They look at price, coverage and
track record of insurers and their
reputation and informality in business
dealings before they make up their minds.
They are less relationship oriented and
more commercial minded. They drive hard
bargains, are better informed and are
skilful negotiators as befits their trained
commercial instincts. They want to deal
with people whom they know for their
business transactions rather than
interact with several different
departments with differing perceptions
that makes doing business with insurers
more taxing. They demand a seamless
customer experience across all
interactions.

Customers have personalities and working
styles!

Insurance is required to be sold to the
public and private sector corporations,
small and medium enterprises and
individuals in urban and rural areas and
through a variety of distribution channels.
Customer characteristics of each of these
categories are different. A single
marketing customer approach, as is now
commonly practiced, would not work.

Marketing and service operations
need to be segmented by the
characteristics and needs of each of these
groups, and their requirements have to
be handled in different ways. Such
operations have to focus on making
customers want to do business with the
company by delivering satisfaction. Are
insurers now structured for doing
business keeping customer in focus?

It must be remembered that it is the
individual employees that deliver all
customer service needs. What are their
present attitudes towards customers? Who
needs whom in the present market context?

Customers and work practices – a few
experiences

Customers expect that the
structures, systems and work procedures
of insurers have been designed to serve
them. There is consternation, therefore,
when they discover that the organisation
is inward looking and is more concerned
with deriving benefits only to itself.

A customer, it would appear, is incidental
to the business transaction and is not
the primary purpose.

I had the experience of frequently
travelling on British Airways (BA), then
making losses in the early eighties, when
it treated passengers, from third world
countries in particular, as unwanted
baggage in their aircraft. Yet, I was
surprised to find the same BA treating
me royally, five years later, in not only
providing additional customer services
but with a noticeable change in employee
attitudes that my patronage did
matter to BA.

By then BA had become the world’s
favorite airline and earning huge revenues.
See, what upgrading customer services
through an employee attitudinal change
can make to the bottom line of a provider!

The ruling class culture had changed
to a serving class culture. There was a

newfound respect for the passenger.

The process was not easy as all BA
employees were put through  of customer-
orientation training telling them how they
should behave and empowering the front-
line employees to take decisions in
‘moments of truth’ as customer interactions
are called.

It must also be admitted that
occasionally customers too treat service
providers rather boorishly. Customers
could be loud, uncouth and needlessly
aggressive in their transactions with service
providers, as they sometimes wrongly
believe that service providers here are
capable of short charging them given an
opportunity.

Customers too should know how to
handle a service provider to get better
service. The responsibility, however, is more

on the service provider to manage the
behaviour of a variety of customer
personalities. Insurers’ staff should be
specially trained in handling customer
relations.

Insurers and their customers
Insurers unfortunately have an even

more difficult task on their hands in
matters of earning customer trust and
delivering on service. Their regular
customers, targeted by competitors, have
to be resold on their coverages annually
and insurers have to earn their reputations
every year by being the best service
providers their customers have experienced
by ensuring they have delivered on their
promises in a fair and equitable manner.
Customers are the arbiters. How does one
build such good reputation?

Claims’ settlement is always a
contentious issue, and tact and diplomacy
on the part of employees in dealing with
customers matter most.  Contract
language of policies are subject to
interpretation and both skill and
knowledge are required, particularly when
a customer has to be let down.

Communication skills and anticipating
how issues could shape up are special skills
of insurers’ employees. Speed of response
and ensuring that promises made are kept
up has more value in insurance as large
monies are usually involved. Insurers’ have
a poor image and this does not need any

Insurance is a mind
game and exercising

imagination to scale new
heights in customer

service is a must.
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After waiting at the bank for almost
an hour, you are finally able withdraw
cash. This is something that most of you
have often experienced during the 90s.
However, today things are quite
different. With an ATM at every corner,
you have the convenience of withdrawing
cash or getting a statement of your
account within a few minutes.

Getting a draft made was not easy
either. You would have to visit the bank,
fill in an application for the draft and
then come again in the evening to collect
the draft. But now a cheque payable at
par serves the purpose without the
hassle of visiting the bank.

These are just examples of the
changes that have been brought about
by a revolution in the banking sector.
Drawing a parallel from this industry,

the insurance sector can also be
expected to move on the same lines.

A trait that is unique to the
insurance business is that the customer
trusts the company with his hard-
earned savings for a period, anywhere
between five to 30 years. In such a
scenario it is a challenge for the
company to live up to this commitment.

It requires all levels of the
organisation, especially top
management, to be involved and direct
efforts towards this end. Though it
requires an initial investment in time,
resources and technology, creating a
robust system of procedures and
standards is the first step to providing
continued customer delight and loyalty.

The key issues on customer service
in the insurance industry are:

◆ Speedy documentation and processes
at the time of issue of policies

◆ Easy and simple procedures for
medical underwriting

◆ Quick response to any changes
related to the customer’s policy
namely, change of name, contact
details, assignment of policy or term
reduction

◆ Prompt redressal of customer
grievances

◆ Offer to upgrade the policy and
provide flexibility to the customers

◆ Provide updates on the company’s
performance

◆ Inform the customer on a regular
basis on the status of his account

With a view to providing better
services, insurance firms have been
tactically adopting customer
relationship management (CRM)
applications. They have started with
basic operational systems to integrate
customer information from multiple
channels and sales force automation.
Technologies such as contact centre
segmentation and campaign
management tools are maturing and
finding wider adoption with a number
of insurance companies.

The areas of interface between the
customer and the company are
important from customer service point
of view.

Life Advisors
In most cases, the first point of

contact for a customer is the life advisor.
He is equipped to advise the customer
by understanding his requirements and
doing a need analysis. He recommends
products that suit the customer’s profile
and his unique needs.

The advisor’s role does not end with
the selling of a policy but continues over
the term of the policy. He is expected
to be in touch with the policyholder
at regular intervals giving information
on the policy status and any
other new developments that may have
taken place.

Shivaji Dam

Create the System...
more reinforcement by their slipping up
on these basic premises.

What insurers should do
Customer issues are increasingly

getting to the fore dictating either
growth or survival as the only
alternatives for insurers. What are they
doing now? What should they be really
doing?

Segment customers on profitability
as a criterion by building customer
profiles. Give those that contribute
most specialised services. Get rid of
consistent loss making customers that
are a drag. Reorganise structures to get
closer to customers and build intimacy.
Reorient work procedures through
automation to improve speed of
response to customers’ articulated and
unarticulated needs. Give them
seamless service and do not fragment
services for your convenience. Raise
work productivity and innovate new
ways of doing current work. Train and
retrain employees and change their
attitudinal mindset towards
customers. You are in business only to
acquire and retain customers. Ask your
customers how your services are
perceived by them. They will tell you
what is wrong with you. Face the
moments of truth and do not shy away.
Reform continually to stay ahead.

Insurers must want to improve on
the customer value they are currently
providing and differentiate, as BA did,
on customer perception as the basis of
growth and profitability. Insurance is a
mind game and exercising imagination
to scale new heights in customer service
is a must. Remember customers are
constantly learning 0and changing in
their needs, demands and  the outcomes
they desire of how their problems should
be resolved. Are insurers listening with
their minds and hearts open in their
own interests?

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company.

...and Go Beyond it!

Creating a robust system
of procedures and

standards is the first step
to providing continued
customer delight and

loyalty.
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The profile of a life advisor is on the
still on a learning curve and there are
areas in which he can specialise to
provide advise in a proper manner. OM
Kotak Mahindra is continuously
investing to offer such services and
training its life advisors.

 Purchase of a policy
Customer service is of any relevance

and importance only if measured with
respect to the speed at which they
operate.

Proposals – medical check –up
Customers may have to undergo a

medical check-up before the policy is
issued to him. Medical centres and
doctors may not be fully sensitive to the
needs of the customer. Though the
medical procedure is not within the
jurisdiction of the insurance company,
special efforts are made to educate and
train the medical centre to address the
requirements of the customer.

Generally, the tests require a fasting
blood test and post lunch blood test to
be done. To avoid inconvenience to the
customer, OM Kotak Mahindra has
arranged for both the tests to be
completed with one visit. Such
initiatives have been undertaken to
ensure a comfortable and pleasant
experience for customer

 Issue of policies
It is important for customers to get

their policies quickly and insurance
companies are laying down service
standards for this purpose. At
OM Kotak Mahindra, policies not
requiring medicals and which have no
additional requirements can be issued
within 10 days.

We have also undertaken the Total
Quality Management programs, which
measures the 3 Sigma of the turnaround
of proposals and attempts to reduce the
time taken, errors and rework on
proposals.

At times there are delays in issue of
policies due to loading or incomplete
details in the proposal form. To plug
this, life advisors are trained on a

regular basis to ensure that all the
details are filled in correctly and all
relevant documents are attached.

Post sales services
Redressal of customer grievances

and answering of queries require
information technology support. Queries
could relate to:

◆ Minor changes in name or contact
details,

◆ Correction or change in nominee
name,

◆ Reduction or change in term of policy
or

◆ Assignment of the policy.

Insurance companies are building up
capabilities to address the same. At OM
Kotak, a  policy servicing request from a

customer is generally responded to
within a span of five days. All service
requests and queries are logged on to
the customer service software which
escalates the issues to the next level
once the service standard time is not
adhered to.

Claims
At the time of settling a claim, it is

important to get all the documents
required. The Life Advisor or office staff
would approach the family and assist
them with the procedure to ensure
prompt and a hassle free experience
since inadequate documents could lead
to a delay in settling the claim.

Other points for customer contact
Any person who wishes to reach the

company for any details can leave a

message either on the website or can
speak with the customer service
executive at the toll free number.  Any
queries/ leads / complaints generated at
these contact points are addressed by
the next workingday.

Complaints from customers which
are received on the website are in turn
passed on to the customer care division
for quick redressal.

The future
We can expect a further

improvement in the customer service
levels with :

◆ Electronic submission of proposal
forms

◆ Electronic transfer of medical data
◆ Automatic underwriting to reduce

time taken
◆ Direct debits/ electronic payment of

premiums
◆ Easy withdrawal facilities
◆ Regular updates on the policy status
◆ Ability of the customer to procure

data from the company website
◆  Premium calculation
◆  Proposal tracking
◆  Daily NAV
◆  Switch funds
◆  Stock market alerts and
    recommendations

To summarise, I would like to say
that customer service is one of the key
drivers in this business. As the
business volumes increase and greater
complexity of products and
transactions emerge, the level of
sophistication that the customer will
demand will increase. We have put in
our building blocks and customer
service is the path we need to follow to
bring about customer delight.

As greater complexity of
products and transactions

emerge, the level of
sophistication that the

customer will demand will
increase.

The author is Managing Director, OM
Kotak Mahindra Life Insurance
Company
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Globally, many insurers
are adopting a customer

focus more than a product
focus, as superior service

quality provides a
competitive edge.

Quality Interaction
Antony Jacob

The author is Managing Director, Royal
Sundaram Alliance Insurance Company.

The Indian insurance industry has
understood that customer satisfaction is the
direct route to enhancing business
performance and sustaining growth. Across
the industry, a concerted focus on customers
has seen service delivery evolve as a core
platform for achieving sustainable
competitive advantage. Service plays a critical
role – if not the critical role – in retaining
customers, and customer satisfaction is the
ultimate differentiator in financial services
business.

Research shows that retaining
customers is a far more profitable strategy
than gaining market share or reducing costs.
A Harvard Business Review article says that
companies can boost profits by almost 100
per cent by retaining just five per cent more
customers.

Managing customer relationships has
now become a key strategy for businesses in
the financial services sector. This trend is
now prevalent in the Indian insurance
industry, with competition providing the
customer better products, services and
expectations. These expectations include
faster, better, service in the face of rising
loss costs and increasing price competition.

Customers expect to be able to reach
their insurance company at any time, by
whatever means they choose: by phone,
online or face-to-face. Customers expect
complete, consistent and accurate answers
to all of their questions, whether they are
enquiring about the status of a claim or the
cost of a new policy.

Customers – whether customers are
defined as agents, brokers, group benefits
managers or individual policyholders – have
high expectations that their insurers will help
them manage their risks and be there for
them whenever needed. They expect quality
service in each and, every interaction they
have with their insurer.

To build loyalty, customer service must
be consistently excellent and exceed
customer expectations. Whilst customer
retention and loyalty is built upon a complex
combination of product delivery, pricing, and
the market environment, customer service
does play a huge role in deciding whether a
customer remains with an insurer or not.
Service excellence is increasingly the most
important way of creating distinctive
competencies in our business model.

Royal Sundaram’s prime area of focus is
excellent customer service backed by first-

class technology. To reiterate the significance
of excelling in customer service to remain
competitive, Royal Sundaram has designated
2004-05 as the ‘Year of the Customer.’

We have over 5,00,000 satisfied customers
and this is testimony to the success of our
providing insurance solutions and services
through multiple distribution channels such
as brokers, agents, distribution partners and
our joint venture partner, Sundaram Finance,
to reach the consumer the way he or she
chooses and to deal with them fairly – and
promptly. We constantly develop and leverage
technology and valuable information to
improve the service we deliver to our
customers and thereby add value to their
relationship with us.

The Indian insurance industry is
beginning to realise the importance of
building excellent customer experience.
Globally, many insurers are adopting a
customer focus more than a product focus,
as superior service quality provides a
competitive edge.

The competitive environment drives
insurers to focus on improved profitability
and increased customer retention. Both
these factors depend greatly on the
experience the customer has with the
insurance company.

We believe that achieving increased
customer retention requires improved
performance by all our employees, and not
only those who hold primary responsibility
for the customer experience. Lack of
product knowledge, limited ability to handle
calls and high turnover are some factors that
pose a serious threat to the insurer’s success
at building profitable relationships.

To adequately handle this situation,
Royal Sundaram has launched a new
Customer Management System to track
customer interactions and achieve a steep
improvement in customer service.

A front-end system known as CIMS
(Customer Interaction Management
System) has been developed to assure that
service levels to Royal Sundaram’s
customers are ‘best in class.’ Excellence in
customer service delivery has been identified
by the company as an integral component in
the achievement of sustainable competitive
advantage.

Given that we already operate across 26
cities in India, it is essential for the call
centres and regions/ branches to track
customer queries through a workflow and
process solution. Apart from tracking
individual interactions, the system enables
the call agent to respond efficiently to the
customer and begin a process of cross-selling
and up-selling. I believe this is unique and
ground breaking within the Indian
insurance market.

We at Royal Sundaram have realised
that customer loyalty can be best achieved
by streamlining the custom interaction
processes within the company. It is
important that insurers adopt
technologically driven initiatives to achieve
customer service excellence. Customer
retention and development results in
improved profitability and provides quality
time and energy to devise strategies to
acquire even more new customers – this is
the ultimate win-win situation.
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The increased customer
expectation that we are

talking about has occurred
amongst a miniscule part

of the population.

Abhijeet Chatterjee

Always Wanting More!
The essential
o b j e c t i v e
behind the
liberalisation
of the
i n s u r a n c e
sector in India
was to
improve the
service and
choice that

was available to the consumer.

It has been a little over three years
now, and the consumer today is definitely
on top. The insurance market has
transformed from a seller’s market to a
buyer’s market. The multitude of products
being offered by the 14 life insurance and
13 non–life players has not only given the
consumer greater choice, but has also
resulted in a sharp rise in customer
expectations over the last three years.

Customers, faced with an array of
insurance products now expect faster
delivery of their policies, individual
attention, customised offerings, ease of
access to information about their policies,
multiple payment mechanisms, quick
responsiveness to their queries and so on.
Moreover, the customer is demanding
these services at no additional cost.

How are insurance companies coping?
In an environment where client

attrition is one of the primary constraints
to growth in the financial services sector,
and where individual products are easily
replicated, it is the standard of service
that is the key differentiator amongst the
various service providers. Thus, it has
become imperative for insurance
companies to continuously re-design
products and services to meet the growing
customer expectations.

The insurance industry in India today
is clearly moving away from selling a broad
range of products to a large volume of
customers in a ‘one-size-fits-all’ manner.
Instead of focusing on different product
lines as silos (i.e., Life, Property and
Casualty etc.) insurers are looking for
ways to offer highly targeted insurance
products that are tailormade to the

individual customer with the highest
propensity to buy them.  Insurers are also
designing channel specific products
catering to focused segments of customers.

Undeniably, in today’s context the
majority of sales in insurance is driven
through the agency force.  An agent is
largely responsible for the first informed
impression that a client forms about an
insurance company. There is an old adage
– “the first impression is the last
impression”. While, all of us would not
subscribe to this, as I certainly do not, it
is well known and accepted that a highly
trained and productive agency force is a
necessary (although not sufficient)
condition for providing the right level of
service to the customer.  Against the above
backdrop, insurers today have put in place

rigorous training programmes for their
agents, most of them exceeding the 100
hours mandatory training prescribed by
the IRDA.

One critical area where consumers
have benefited tremendously since the
opening up of the insurance sector relates
to the time taken for the settlement of
claims. Today, the average period within
which a claim is settled has come down
from between 50 to 60 days to 10 to 15
days.  Customers have also benefited
from the greater degree of clarity and
transparency in the documentation for the
insurance policies.

In order to be able to track the
changing preferences and tastes of
consumers, most insurance companies in
India are adopting advanced CRM tools
that are helping them to monitor customer
behaviour. These CRM tools allow the
companies to obtain details about their
customers, and design better products,

improve service levels and reduce
operational costs.

The Role of Regulations
The path that future regulations in

the insurance sector takes will have an
important bearing on an insurer’s ability
to fulfill the rising customer expectations.
Three key laws/regulations that need to
be changed, in the consumer’s interest, are
highlighted below.

1) The significant role played by the
agency force in the Indian insurance
market has already been highlighted
above. However the present cap on agent
commission rates is severely crippling the
insurers ability to attract the right talent
into the business.  Apart from a few
professionals in the field, the majority of
the agency forces today are constituted of
part-timers.

To enable insurers to recruit fulltime
professionals, there is a need to revamp
the laws and regulations related to agent
compensation under section 40A to 44 of
the Insurance Act 1938. Companies need
to have the freedom to design
compensation plans for agents within a
given overall set of guidelines. The poor
quality of the agency force is ultimately
reflected in the poor service that is
received by the consumer.

2) The world over, riders have
contributed significantly to the sale of
insurance policies and the development
of the insurance market.  Today in India
there exists a 30 per cent cap on riders.  In
order to enhance the ability of an
insurance company to provide customised
services to clients there is an urgent need
to remove the limitation on the number of
new products that can be provided to the
customers by removing this cap.

As mentioned, globally, riders have
proved to be an effective tool of increasing
sale of insurance products. Insurers in
India need to be able to adopt the same
model as well.

3) The issue of pricing of products,
particularly in the general insurance
business has been debated for a while now.
Tariffs in a liberalised insurance market
are an anachronism. Insurers will not be
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The author is Executive Officer, Economic
Affairs Department, Confederation of
Indian Industry.

able to pass on the true benefits of
liberalisation to the consumer unless
there is true competition in the pricing
of the all non-life insurance products.

Going forward there are three points
of caution that the stakeholders in the
insurance industry need to keep in
mind.

First, in a country of over a billion
people, the increased customer
expectation that we are talking about
has occurred amongst a miniscule part
of the population. There is thus an
urgent need to increase the penetration
of insurance by effectively targeting the
semi-urban and rural parts of the
country.  The alternate distribution
channels, particularly bancassurance
and brokers, need to be utilised
effectively in doing so.

Second, transparency regarding the
disclosure of benefits to policyholders
has improved over the last three years,
but a lot still remains to be done.  In
many countries lawsuits from
customers related to poor sales
practices and lack of disclosures have
resulted in significant fines for
insurance companies. Steps need to be
taken now to avoid similar incidents in
India.

Third, and most importantly, the
‘increase in customer expectations’ is
not necessary synonymous with
‘increase in customer awareness’.
Customer expectations based on
misleading information and ignorance
can be harmful for the sustainable
development of the industry. The
industry, along with the other
stakeholders in the insurance sector,
need to work together in raising the level
of awareness amongst people in India.

A customer
is a person
w h o
i n i t i a t e s
a n d
determines
the value
exchange in
a need-
d e l i v e r y -
satisfaction-
loyalty cycle.

When he
does so, there are expectations from him
which need to be catered to.  He expects
service, product quality and, in short,
return for the money spent.  In an emerging
insurance market in India, the concept is
now developing and the logistics of
customer care as in product satisfaction is
expected in the financial sector as well.

The developed markets have gone
through this initial cycle.  This sphere of

customer satisfaction, for it is he who
drives the market expectations, is what
needs to be nurtured.  The position changes
as do the requirements which are closely
linked with the economy of the country.  The
fast expanding services sector has come to
stay and therefore deserves a pivotal role
for companies to focus their plans and
objectives in line with the customer
expectation.

Gone are the days when an insurance
policy was only taken to protect a loan for
the house or the liabilities relating to using
a motor vehicle (compulsory).  Customers
now expect a competitive pricing (where
there are no tariffs) and a high level of after
sales service.  Moreover, the awareness for
other products like health, travel, liability,
credit, etc is fast growing.  It is becoming a
necessity for the individual and for
commercial viability.

A relationship system which bridges
expectations with deliverables needs to be
the order of the day.  This necessitates the
company to identify their customers and
tailor products and services to his
satisfaction.  Broadly, it will result in
having effective technology based solutions
and cultivating a growing database.  Every
customer requires personalised attention
and if a long term relationship is the
objective, there is no other way of doing it.

The role of the insurer, therefore,
becomes paramount as he spreads into the
market.  It is not only education of the
average man, product design, marketing
and IT support.  It has to be a planned,
phased programme and at the end of the
day, economically viable.  From an
insurance perspective, a company would
not like to put all its eggs in one basket.
Diversification and spread would happen
with improved economic advantages.

Aggression with constraint has to be
followed by an insurer.  This may sound
contradictory. The example hereafter
would answer the question.

Leopold Godowsky (son of the late
pianist-composer) asked his sister to drive
his three-year-old twins to their Westport
home. ‘By the way,’ said Leopold, ‘please
drive carefully as I have two violins worth
fifty thousand dollars in the luggage
compartment.’

‘Which,’ inquired his sister, ‘should I
watch first, the twins or the fiddles?’

‘The twins, of course, of course!’ said
Godowsky. ‘The violins are insured.’

Customer expectations are also closely
connected with intermediaries. Their
performance becomes equally important.
There has to be professionalism and
delivery of value added services.  The
concept of a company handing over its
insurance requirements to an
intermediary can only happen if the trust
develops and that as a corollary is only
possible if the broker for instance, has a
long term commitment to the market not
only as a procurer of business, but also as
one technically equipped to service that
account.

Financially, it makes sense for both,
but practically it has to be demonstrated.
Insurers encourage such intermediaries as

Bridging the Gap
Ajit Narain

Customer expectations are
also closely connected with

intermediaries. Their
performance becomes

equally important.
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part of the process of creating bonding and
credibility with the client, upgrading
service standards and thereby providing
customer satisfaction.  How successful
these channels can become would be the
outcome of a sustained committed drive.

Knowing customer satisfaction is not
enough: an overall understanding of
customers’ expectations as compared to
that of other companies gives the
information real meaning.

To win and retain customers we have
to be precise in what we market and what
we assure.  It is not possible to assess
our market position without objectively
studying and organising the product and
service parameters.  If we make
promises, we should honour them.

In the Indian scenario, the commercial
portfolio is growing.  It is getting further
impetus with the Governments’ plan to
liberalise and invite foreign capital.  Much
has happened but more is expected.

In the retail and rural sector,
however, we have a long way to go.  What
does this mean in terms of objectives?
We are a predominantly rural area
based economy.  To cater to the needs of
this section of the society, which is widely
spread in a country almost as large as
Europe, is not easy.  Apart from the
fulfillment of the social objective,
knowledge and efforts are needed by the
insurers and the available channels to
project gradually into this sector.

Looking ahead, in this area of
operations, where the premiums are low,
but the volumes promise to be high, an
interlink of products and sales has to be
cultivated making it viable for operations.
It happens in life that safeguards have
to be in place to protect the shareholders’
funds and the company at large.
Meticulous understanding of the subject
is warranted.  It sounds simple but in
reality, it is a combination of experience
through expertise – all driven towards
customer delight. Shirley Temple lent her
name to a non-alcoholic beverage. When
her life was insured with Lloyd’s of
London, Temple’s contract stipulated
that no benefits be paid if she met with
death or injury while intoxicated.
Ironically, she was only seven years old
at the time.

The perception of insurance needs to
improve.  Normally, for historic reasons,
the trend was to insure when compulsory
or when a problem was expected.  That a
policy could be a protective instrument that
gives you  peace of mind are thoughts which
are improving with the development of the
economy.

Till a few years ago, persons traveling
overseas did not envisage the necessity of
a medical policy.  Now, with the costs of
treatment abroad being unaffordable, a
traveller does appreciate its necessity.
Similarly covering offices and homes for
fire and burglary is now being better
understood.  Selling and marketing in the
years to come will have to be a sustained
effort.  Commitment, consumer demand
and reward, database building, market
sensitivity, intermediary and company
performance are essential parameters
that will emerge as part of a company’s
successful growth.

In an era of development, tracking
customer expectations is becoming diverse
and demanding.  Amongst others, you have
to respond to customers needs, pricing and
attractive appearance.  More so, it must be
simple, safe, carry clear instructions, offer
good value with exclusions spelt out rather
than inclusions.  Added features like less
warranties and more of guarantees are
welcome.

In the same breath the insurer has to
be confident that its reinsurance costs are
competitive.  Very often you cannot dictate
an international quote on protections since
the credibility of the reinsurer as well as
the market experience which determines
this aspect.  The response, in times of a

loss, has to be equally, if not more, efficient
as at the time of finalising the sale.

The world of general insurance is vast.
Policies can be tailored for cricket
matches, events, satellites, body parts,
directors’ and officers’ liability, golf and
many more.  The broad based factors as
explained earlier, of product, service style
and price have to be regularly put together.

Although, products and services are
necessary for customer loyalty, it is not
enough.  Customers are often won by
defining experiences.  This makes them
appreciate your product, services and the
way of doing business.  What delights
them is when you explain that the benefit
of doubt is always with the client.  In an
interesting claim, the lady had a fall, and
had a hip fracture.  When asked by the
insurance company to explain a little more
of the accident she said “How does it
matter to you whether I fell off the bed or
slipped in the bathroom?” The moral is
that it is good to be inquisitive up to a
point otherwise you lose a customer and
downgrade your company’s image.

With a buoyant and competitive
market, it is skills which will be the driver
to tracking customer expectations.  The
companies have to constantly aim
towards perfection.  Everyone faces the
problems and difficulties which emerge
from market penetration and combatting
them before they affect you is the secret of
success.  Abbott and Costello, the famous
comedy duo, once took out a curious
insurance policy with Lloyd’s of London.
The policy stipulated that $100,000 would
be paid in the event that anyone in their
audience died... of laughter.

The world marches on and so must
you.  Work as a team and in the broader
interest of the consumer and the company,
contribute towards servicing the people.
Play the game with zest and challenge
and let not anyone say “its not cricket.”

The author is CEO and Managing
Director, IFFCO-Tokio General
Insurance Company.

That a policy could be a
protective instrument
that gives you  peace
of mind are thoughts

which are improving with
the development of the

economy.

-Expectations vs. Deliverables
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My professional journey, in insurance,
partook of many changes that the global and
Indian economy have been subjected to. A
realisation that the Customer is the ultimate
decision maker has not been a practical
concession, but a humbling experience borne
out of bewildering changes all around.

Dreaming  With BRIC: The Path to 2050

Over the next 50 years, Brazil, Russia,
India and China – the BRIC economies –
could become a much larger force in the world
economy.

If things go right, in less than 40 years,
the BRIC economies together could be larger
than the G6 in US Dollar terms. By 2025
they could account for over half the size of
the G6. Of the current G6, only the US and
Japan may be among the six largest
economies in US Dollar terms in 2050.

The list of the world’s ten largest
economies may look quite different in 2050.
The largest economies in the world (by GDP)
may no longer be the richest (by income per
capita), making strategic choices for firms
more complex.

The Challenges before the Insurance Industry
in India

The insurance industry is a direct
descendant of the economic order and its
preservation and progression has a direct and
proportionate relationship with the levels of
growth and sustainability of the economy.

In fact, everything has a life cycle. The
universe. The planet. The civilisation. The
economies. The companies and the products.
The journey of progress is being traversed
by the world on the vehicles of various
economic orders. But the life of every new
economy is becoming shorter and shorter.
The agricultural economy’s dominance
sustained for about ten thousand years:  The
industrial economy has had a span of only
200 years.

Today what rules the various facets of
the environment - social, political and
economic – is the Information Economy.  Yet,
the conclusion of the Information Economy’s
life span is within viewing distance and a new
economy – christened the Bio-economy
appears to be emerging and is likely to
overshadow the Information Economy
during the life time of the new generation.

The economic polity frames have,
therefore, necessarily to find linkages with
global trends and aim at exploiting the

Roll Up Your Sleeves
Arun Agarwal - Changing Horizons : A Professional Journey

potential thrown up by the new economic
order overwhelmed with the information
explosion. The underlying thought is that
“irrelevance is a greater risk than
inefficiency.”

The  shift in economic policy has been
substantial and by and large universal.
Currently, the sentiment sweeping across
the globe is that of less and less government
intervention. Stability and sustainability are
perceived to be the fundamental goals of the
macro-economic policy. Greater emphasis is
being laid on deregulation, competition –
internal and external – and more efficacious
allocation of resources with a view to
enhancing the productive energies. In
substance, the focus is on the structure and
supply side.

The pragmatic and sagacious managers
of the Indian economy, thoughtfully in line
with chosen policy prescription, decided to
liberalise the industry and open the window
to the world to bring choice. The response to

the initiative of liberalisation of the insurance
industry has been spontaneous and
universal. Visualising continued high
economic growth, low inflation and
increasing disposable incomes, greater
interest is reflected in the general insurance
business with a larger number of companies
staking their claim to participating in the
process of a unique and universal
liberalisation model of India with no
limitation on number of operators, geography
to operate in, products to market and services
to deliver.

The delineated backdrop bespeaks the
broad issues connected with deciphering the
challenges before the Indian insurance
industry. Clearly, the following
environmental changes lend flavor to the
challenges.

◆ Liberalisation and globalisation
◆ Increasing disasters
◆ Declining interest rates
◆ Convergence
◆ Heightened customer expectations

Whereas it is conceded that the
challenges bear a dynamic description and
emerge as the industry journeys through the
phases of evolution, let me venture to list out
some of them that appear to be looming large
on the horizons of the insurance industry.

A. Risk management
B. Multi-channel distribution network

management
C. Customer relationship management

◆ Product development
◆ Pricing mechanism
◆ Technology management
◆ Fund management
◆ Knowledge management
◆ Convergence management
◆ Stakeholders’ conflicts

management
◆ Regulation

D.   Corporate governance

The Upshot
Along with the challenges have come

expectations: in content, form and delivery:
promises are held for accountability,
commitments are held for intentions and
innovations are held for routineness.

In such a scenario, what we are seeing in
our daily lives is a constant phenomenon of
‘roll up your sleeves’ – ‘valuable’ customers
ask for ‘surface contacts’ for almost
everything – information, advice, changes and
improvements where none exist, ‘good’
customers ask for price advantages all the
way, and ‘normal’ customers ask for attention
and solicitation like never before….What’s
NEW is the buzzword, the rest is imperative
and expected.

The author is MD and CEO,
Cholamandalam MS General Insurance
Company.

What’s NEW is the
buzzword, the rest is

imperative and expected.
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Growing With The Customer!
Shikha Sharma

It’s pivotal to remain in
continuous dialogue with

the customer. Not just
once a year, not just to

meet targets.

I consider myself fortunate to have
participated in the revolution and evolution
of the life insurance industry. The last three
to four years have been exciting times for us:
we have witnessed a sea change in the
industry itself, with customers becoming
more aware about life insurance, displaying
greater willingness to buy it, and thereby
demanding much more from a life insurer
than ever before. Private players have driven
many of these changes, as part of their
business strategy in this highly competitive
market.

Of course, the biggest beneficiary of the
competition amongst life insurers has been
the customer. A wide range of products,
customer-focused service and professional
advice have become the mantras of the
industry, with the customer forming the pivot
of each company’s strategy. It’s a task that
requires building a ‘customer first’ mindset
across the organisation; at every level, in each
person, be it in frontline functions like
customer service and sales, or back-office
functions like IT, operations or finance.

Today’s customer is much more aware
about the relevance of life insurance as a
protection and financial planning tool, and
therefore, more willing to spend some time
to understand different products and how
they meet his specific needs. Obviously, when
he makes this time commitment, he would
like advice from someone who understands
the issues that impact him and make suitable
recommendations.

For a life insurer, this has some clear
implications. For instance, they cannot just
recruit product-pushing sales people, but
must build a team of advisors who go beyond
offering only insurance advice to strike a
personal relationship with their clients and
advise them on their entire portfolio of
investments.

Training also becomes of utmost
importance, as advisors must understand the
role of life insurance in the complete context
of financial services, and also possess soft
skills such as communication, presentation
and time management.

The privatisation of the industry has also
introduced new levels of transparency and
information sharing, in product as well as in
process. This requires the entire company to
be aligned with the needs of the customer.

For instance, at ICICI Prudential, our
Central Underwriting team often interacts

with customers to explain the implications of
the findings of their medical tests.

I recall one example when our
underwriter was reading the ECG of an
applicant and realised that there was a serious
problem. Our Chief Medical Officer
confirmed that the applicant was suffering
from a congenital heart disease, of which he
was possibly not aware. The condition was
so critical that the applicant required
immediate medical attention. The
underwriter called up the applicant’s doctor
and requested him to provide urgent medical
assistance to
the customer. We subsequently learnt that
the applicant had immediately
opted for an open-heart surgery, which saved
his life.

Once a customer has bought a policy, the
next challenge is to provide seamless and
efficient service. Here, the challenge for life
insurers is even greater, and they’ve taken a

number of steps to make service the
differentiating factor, through people and
technology. After all, products and processes
can be replicated. Multiple service touch
points have emerged – call centres, e-mail,
facsimile, websites, and of course white mail
– which enable customers to get in touch
with insurance companies quickly, easily and
directly. What’s more, the customer controls
the process – response time is almost
immediate and information is available
online.

Each company has taken a different
approach to define and respond to changing
customer expectations. At ICICI Prudential,
we realise that only by building a company
that keeps the customer at the centre of all
that it does, could we be the frontrunner in
this industry.

To this end, we embarked on a Six Sigma
journey, and I think it has been one of the
most rewarding programmes we have

embarked upon. Our approach has been
simple – if we wanted to build a customer-
centric mindset across the company, we’ve
got to have systems that focus on the
customer, and Six Sigma has helped us do
just that. Creating multi-functional, multi-
location project teams, we have
demonstrated to our managers the rewards
of focusing on the customer.

Six Sigma has also enabled ICICI
Prudential to keep track of and respond to
the ever-changing needs and expectations
of customers. What kept him happy yesterday
might actually upset him next month. That
is why it’s pivotal to remain in continuous
dialogue with the customer. Not just once a
year, not just to meet targets, but to ensure
that they are actually heard regularly
and with the correct intentions – each time,
every time.

Once we hear the customer comes the
time to embark on the hardest part – actually
implementing their feedback. Certainly,
there are occasions when we have to
reconcile business needs with those of the
customer, or completely revamp processes
and systems. And others, when the team has
to work double-time to resolve seemingly
small customer issues. But when I consider
all this, it seems completely worthwhile –
after all, it is these efforts that have taken
ICICI Prudential to its position today.

The author is Managing Director & CEO,
ICICI Prudential Life Insurance
Company.
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The whole approach of
buying and selling

insurance has undergone
a metamorphosis.

With a Capital ‘C’
Ian J. Watts

The Consumer is King. Long live the
King….

Once upon a time, not so long ago,
any offering that was created in
‘monopolistic’ India was the only option
available to the Consumer. He always
found himself at the mercy of the seller
– be it a manufacturer or   a service
provider. Thus, the Consumer simply
didn’t have a say on the quality or the
pricing of products and services that
were doled out to him.

The insurance sector was no
exception to this rule. Take, for example
the way insurance was bought and sold
till around three years ago. Typically,
towards the end of the fiscal year, an
advisor would get the Consumer in his
‘net’ and push across an insurance
product by selling him the income-tax
tax benefits, sometimes even passing on
to him a portion of his commission. The
advisor had little concern time or any
inclination to see if the policy met the
insurance/ savings requirements of the
Consumer.

Consequently, more often than not,
the insured ended up buying a policy
that did not meet his true insurance
requirements. The advisor, having met
his sales target, also had no concern for
rendering post-sales service, thus
leaving the Consumer running from
pillar to post for issues like premium
payments, claims dispute and
settlement.

The winds of liberalisation that have
been sweeping through every sector in
the Indian economy finally arrived in the
insurance arena. This has made a
significant difference to the Consumer’s
position in the market. Gone are the
days when whatever was doled out to
him would be lapped-up for want of
choice. Today he has a choice. He has
learnt to exercise his choice. He is now
both price sensitive and quality
conscious. In the present environment,
the Consumer clearly is King.

The liberalisation of the Indian
insurance industry has put the
insurance sector and also the economy
on a path of progress. And it couldn’t
have come at a better time.  The increase
in contribution of insurance premium
from levels of 1.50 to 1.70 per cent in
1998-99 to 2.50 to 2.57 per cent  till the
end of the financial year 2001-02 as a
percentage of the gross domestic product
(GDP) confirms that that this sector has
been on an impressive growth trajectory.

But it is not just the statistics that
have gone-up post liberalisation. The
whole approach of buying and selling
insurance has undergone a
metamorphosis.

The good news is that the level of
awareness has increased to such an
extent that consumers are looking at the
product for the purpose for which it was

originally created.  For the first time in
Indian history, a market that was once
unregulated has been reigned in by
regulations. The effects of discipline
have benefited not just the market
players but also consumers with the
establishment of best practices.

IRDA is playing a stellar role in
regulating and disciplining the market.
Offering kickbacks is an offence.
Insurance advisors need to undergo
a mandatory 100 hours of training,
which means that only qualified
advisors actually get a license to sell
insurance in India.   To maintain their
license they undergo a further 25 hours
every three years.

The insurance players are lending
enthusiastic support to the
establishment of best practices. Private

insurance companies have also taken on
the onus of educating the masses. For
instance, Tata AIG through its Academy
of Excellence and its tie-up with the
Association of Financial Planners (AFP)
India has created a dedicated
programme to train its agents as full-
fledged financial advisors. Hence, a Tata
AIG financial advisor fully understands
the consumers’ financial needs, sells him
an appropriate product and thereafter
services the product to its entire term.

Does this sound a leaf from a
textbook? Believe me, these are the
changes that we are seeing on the
ground, day after day, everyday. Let me
give you some examples to elucidate my
observations.

Last year, an executive from an MNC
company expressed a desire to buy one
of our life insurance policies. For this
she had to undergo some medical tests.
At the eleventh hour, her employers
summoned her for an overseas
assignment for which she needed to take
out an insurance policy. To buy that
policy she had to undergo medical tests,
the appointment for which was three
days hence. Her objective was to get an
insurance cover before she travelled and
also avail the tax rebates for income tax
purposes.

The Tata AIG life team went the
whole nine yards to bring convenience
to her doorstep. We organised the
medical tests at her home so that she
could buy the policy before she
commenced her overseas trip. Further,
Tata AIG also delivered a copy of the
life insurance premium certificate, on
her instructions, to the employer which
enabled her to get the entire income tax
benefit.

In another example, a management
consultant from the ‘big-five’ MNC
management consulting firms wanted
to buy our Mahalife Gold as a gift for his
daughter. His desire was to buy this
policy for a sum assured of couple of
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lakhs. However, our financial advisor
in the course of filling the financial
review form, a precursor to the
insurance application form, realised
that his insurance needs were much
higher. The prospect, realising his
risk-mitigation requirements,
ultimately bought the Mahalife Gold
policy worth Rs.50 lakhs.

I am not sharing the identities of
our customers since we need to respect
their privacy. The list of consumer
satisfaction letters that we get
regularly is a pretty long one. It could
well become a case study book in
itself!

Another interesting aspect is that
in-line with the increase in customer
awareness even products are now
being tailored to meet their
requirements. It has become
essential for insurance companies to
constantly endeavour to create
products and services that meet the
specific and changing requirements of
the consumer.

Tata AIG is in the vanguard on
customer preferences issues. For
instance, Tata AIG is offering
‘HealthFirst’ – a unique, first-of-its-
kind health insurance plan coupled
with a life insurance cover and
‘Nirvana’, a unique pension plan for
individuals. The other innovative
product that I have already mentioned
in my above example is that of
‘MahaLife Gold’ - a unique whole life
insurance cover that doubles up as an
annuity plan and generates
guaranteed annual tax free income.

The story has not ended, but the
message is clear. In the present
environment, the Consumer is clearly
the King. Long live the King…

The author is Managing Director, Tata
AIG Life Insurance Company.

A New Institute for Surveyors
The IRDA is in the process of helping to promote an institute for

surveyors and loss assessors following a Government request. It has
appointed Mr. G. V. Rao, retired Chairman and Managing Director
(CMD),  The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd., as the advisor for this
project.

The process is to follow the recommendations of the Bhandari
Committee constituted by the Government. The Committee’s report
recommended mainly that a new institute be initially promoted by the
IRDA to be developed by the profession as a self financed, self regulatory
body along the lines of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
(ICAI) or the Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI). It was to
set norms and standards and conduct examinations, undertake
teaching and research and enforce a code of conduct for its members.

There functioning of the institute will be reviewed after three years
and then a decision will be taken regarding conferring on it statutory
status through an Act of Parliament.

The Insurance Division of the Department of Economic Affairs of
the Ministry of Finance and Company Affairs and the IRDA had been
discussing this matter of converting the then existing institute into a
statutory body since 2000. The purpose was to make it a self regulatory
body for the profession which serves the general insurance industry
with its engineering, finance and risk assessment skills. Subsequently
however, the association of surveyors split into two bodies and the IRDA
expressed its reservations about recognising either body under the
circumstances.

It was in this context that a Committee under the Chairmanship of
Mr. K. N. Bhandari, former CMD of New India Assurance Company and
then Chairman of the General Insurer’s (Public Sector) Association
(GIPSA) was constituted in December 2002 to look into the matter and
make recommendations regarding recognising the institute through an
Act of Parliament.

The Committee had as members Mr. R. C. Sharma, then Member
(Non-Life), IRDA, Mr. Manu Chaddha, Director of National Insurance
Company Ltd. and Mr. G. Bhujbal, Director (Insurance). The
Committee’s report was submitted in June 2003

There are about 12,000 surveyors in the country. The profession is
meant to provide impartial experts to investigate, the cause, facts and
circumstances giving rise to general insurance claims and facilitate a
just, fair and equitable assessment of the loss.

With the widening of the industry the further professionalisation
and consolidation of the profession was required. The Malhotra
Committee too called for greater professionalisation and accountability
of surveyors to both insurance companies and to consumers.
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Blessing or Curse?
Prof. Manubhai Shah

Insurance companies are
using the same argument

of choice against the
consumer.

All of us were
looking forward
to a brighter
future when we
learnt that we
w e r e
demonopolising
the insurance
sector. We hoped
that consumers

will have a better choice, and that too
at lower cost, as it normally happens
when competition is ushered in.

Without generalising, I would like
to restrict myself to the aforesaid
concern in relation to two major areas
of general insurance viz. Mediclaim and
Third Party Liability (TP) insurance for
motor vehicle owners. Individually and
collectively they affect millions of
consumers in the country.

In the second case, even more so
since there is a statutory obligation
that no consumer can drive any
motorised vehicle on the road unless he
has TP insurance.

Let us begin with the Mediclaim
insurance cover which is more a
necessity, and more so for consumers
advancing in age.

What was not happening in earlier
days when there was monopoly has
started happening now. Insurance
companies are using the same
argument of choice against the
consumer. Let us take a few examples.

This is the case of a consumer who
is himself is a consulting physician with
specialisation in Neurology. He has had
Mediclaim cover for more than 10 years
for himself, his wife and other members
of the family. Barring the last year or
two, there were no insurance claims.
Once the insurance claim happened and
the policy came for renewal, the
insurance company refused the renewal
on the following grounds:

1) The first two claims in his 13 year

old policy resulted in an Adverse Claims
Ratio and therefore it was uneconomical
for the company to renew the policy.

2) Since it is an annual insurance
cover, the policyholder has a choice to
renew or not renew the policy. Since the
insurance company cannot compel the
insured to renew the policy, the insured
cannot likewise compel the company
either.

3) Being an annual cover, it is open
to the policyholder to go to any other
insurance company and for the same
reason.

The insurance company does not
realise that when the policyholder goes
to a new insurance company, his past
health record will become a case of pre-
existing disease. Is the freedom of the
policyholder to go to any other company
really freedom?

With the intervention of the
Consumer Education and Research
Centre (CERC), Ahmedabad, the
insurance company agreed to renew the
policy on the following conditions:

a) Exclusion of the disease from
which the policyholder suffered or began
to suffer during eight year of policy and
in addition also exclude septicemia with
hypogamaglobulinemia

b) Premium was doubled

c) There was a further restriction
that with every claim there will be a five
per cent additional excess

The policyholder had no choice but to
accept renewal with aforesaid
conditions, or remain totally uninsured.

Let us take another case. The
policyholder has been holding the policy
for 12 years for a sum of Rs.90,000
which was later on increased to
Rs.three lakhs. He had a claim only for
last three years. The policy came for
renewal on  October 4, 2002.

The insurance company refuses to
renew the policy. The argument was the
same as in the aforesaid case. With
great persuasion, the insurance
company agreed to renew the policy by
increasing the premium three times and
by excluding, additionally, heart
disease, tuberculosis, renal failure and
two other diseases.

With my 25 years of experience in
the field of consumer protection,
including my four years on the Board of
Directors of the General Insurance
Corporation of India (GIC) as Ministry
of Finance Nominee representing
consumer interest, I have never come
across any complaint comparable to
either of the aforesaid two cases before
denationalisation.

The four public sector insurance
companies carried an obligation, they
being Government of India monopoly
companies, that they could not refuse
to renew the policy since the consumer
has no alternative.

What were the options available to
these and similar consumers? The
policyholder had no other alternative
but to pay such premium, accept
conditions and get the policies renewed.
These are only illustrative cases. One
can think of a number of permutations
and combinations including outright
rejection of renewal as well.

We as a consumer organisation
having received such and similar
complaints, had no other alternative
but to move the Gujarat High Court at
Ahmedabad, besides some individual
cases already decided by the Single
Judge and appeal pending before the
Division Bench.
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The most disturbing
information that came to
the surface was the data
provided by the Ministry

of Surface Transport.

 Buses Trucks 4 wheelers 2 wheelers Total

Number of Vehicles 3,75,000 18,68,000 55,76,000 3,66,09,000

Avg Premium/ Vehicle Rs. 6,828 Rs. 3,280 Rs. 500 Rs. 135

Total Premium (Rs. cr.) 256.00 612.70 278.80 494.22 1642.00

Gujarat High Court has rejected all
the contentions of the insurance
companies. Some of them are spelled
out above and the Court has said that
insurance companies are bound to
renew the existing Mediclaim policies
on the same terms and conditions
without  increasing the premium or
excluding any one or more of the
diseases.

So much so that the insurance
companies had advanced an argument
that they were running the business of
insurance and not any charitable or
philanthropic activity.

The High Court sharply reacted to
the argument and observed that when
a company is not discharging its
constitutional or legal obligation, where
was the question of expecting charity
from it!

The question still remains viz. are
the three insurance companies involved
in the above cases, all of them
Government companies, New India,
United India and National Insurance,
accepting the decision? Are they going
in appeal to the Supreme Court?

What about other insurance
companies in the government and non-
government Sectors? What are they
supposed to do? What is the role of
Insurance Regulatory and Development
Authority (IRDA)?

All these questions loom large in the
minds of millions of policyholders in the
country. There is no formal official
statement from IRDA as to what the
status of the matter’s. And what about
all the insurance companies which were
not parties before the High Court, what
are they supposed to do?

If the insurance companies go on
appeal to the Supreme Court of India,
what is the role that IRDA has to play?

These are not idle questions.
Representations have been made to

IRDA that it should intervene in the
matter and take a holistic view of the
Mediclaim insurance cover and what
kinds of policy decision it proposes to
take and advise or direct or regulate the
insurance companies.

We as a consumer organisation are
only trying to take up the individual
cases and persuade them to follow the
judgment of the Gujarat High Court.
That is only the tip of the iceberg.

The major national issue of public
interest has to be addressed and
resolved.

Take another area of crisis. That is
regarding compulsory TP liability cover.

As I said earlier, no one can drive
any vehicle on the road unless he or she
has TP liability cover.

I had the opportunity to learn a great
deal more as a member of the

Committee popularly known as Justice
Rangarajan committee constituted by
IRDA on the subject.

One of the most common complaints
which came from the bus and truck
operators is that the insurance
companies were reluctant to issue third
party liability insurance cover more
particularly for commercial vehicles
like buses, trucks, taxis and auto
rickshaws.

Officially and legally they cannot
refuse to issue the cover but they try to
dodge and delay the matter by giving
different queries and/or explanations.

The greater contradiction is that on
the one hand the consumer is bound to
have such an insurance cover and
insurance company refuses, in a direct
or indirect fashion, to give the cover.

In the process the most disturbing
information that came to the surface
was the data provided by the Ministry
of Surface Transport about the total
number of vehicles registered with the
transport authorities throughout the
country and the number of vehicles
which are covered by the aforesaid third
party liability insurance cover.

Extent of premia available
The second issue is that the

maximum possible premia is not
collected. The risk has to be spread
over the owners of all the motor
vehicles. If we make a rough estimate
of all the vehicles on road and multiply
it by even the minimum tariff for third
party insurance, the total inflow comes
to more than Rs.7,000 crore.
Dr. Koteeswaran has kindly estimated
the population of vehicles on road in
2001 after removing the vehicles of
more than 15 years on the motor
transport statistics of the government
of India. The total number of vehicles
in 2000 so estimated is given in the
table below.

Even if we take half that figure, it
is more than the GIPSA (General
Insurance Public Sector Association)
figure of only Rs. 1,108 crore for
premium collected by the four

I I I 
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How do insurance
companies dare to not

provide information and
prefer to pay the fine?

The author is Chairman Emeritus,
Consumer Education and Research
Centre, Ahmedabad.

nationalised companies in 2001."
(Pages 9 and 10 of the main report).

Here comes a painful dimension.
If there are thousands of vehicles

on the roads, without compulsory third
party liability insurance cover, who is
responsible for it? Who should suffer?
Who pays the price for it? They are the
innocent pedestrians, cyclists, or other
passengers travelling in the
autorickshaw, bus, taxi and the like.

One recent study has shown that in
the case of motor accidents, the victims
are mostly pedestrians.

But TP liability cover is a losing
business  far as insurance companies
are concerned. The extent of loss may
vary from company to company but the
fact remains the same that this is one
of losing business for the general
insurance companies.

Let us look at the gravity of the
matter.

Against the possible premium of
Rs. 7,155 crores, insurance companies
have been able to receive a premium of
only Rs. 1,642 crores.

One aspect of the matter is of course
the final implication for the insurance
companies.

A very serious aspect of the matter
is what about the innocent third parties
whether pedestrians, cyclists, or
motorists, who sustain accidental
injury or death, what happens to them
or the members of their family in the
unfortunate event of death.

If the vehicle which is not insured
causes accidental injury, the law of
probability dictates that the driver will
run away. It will therefore be treated
as a ‘hit and run’ case.

In the process, the victim or his
family will get the fixed compensation,
technically called solatium, which is a
negligible amount compared to what
the family will be entitled to receive on

the principles of law already decided
by Motor Accident Claims Tribunals
(MACTs) which are linked with age of
the person who died, number and age
of the members of the family, income,
his position, years of working and
earning, mental harassment, agony and
so on and so forth.

Looking from the larger perspective
of the innocent people who sustain such
accidental injury or die, how are we
going to take care of the problem?

A recommendation has been made
by the committee that no petrol pump
shall provide petrol or diesel to any
vehicle which does not carry proof that
it is already covered by a TP policy.

Of course there can be other
measures as well, like the enforcement

of regular random checking on the road
by the police and the transport
department officials to ensure that the
vehicles on the road are insured against
TP liability.

The aforesaid report has been signed
and submitted during March, 2003.

Whatever little enquiry that I have
made with the Ministry of Surface
Transport, the recommendation
remains unimplemented.

One more disturbing aspect came
on the surface during the course of
discussion by the Committee. Insurance
companies, particularly the four old
Government owned general insurance
companies which are in existence for
more 50 years, are not providing
information sought by the Committee.

We were given to understand that
they are even paying fine for not
providing information. In the absence
of information from the insurance
companies how would any Committee
be able to apply its mind and make
meaningful recommendations? How do
insurance companies dare to not
provide information and prefer to pay
the fine?

Is the information really not
available or is it that it cannot be made
available by looking at the past
accounts of the insurance companies or
is it deliberately withheld not to
provide information so that competing
new insurance companies are not able
to operate and compete effectively
against the older general insurance
companies?

Those four companies even today
hold more than or around 85 per cent
share of the market. On the top of it,
they have formed a cartel by the name
of GIPSA. The four companies
collusively act together as an anti-
competitive measure.

We are seriously contemplating
filing a public interest litigation before
the High Court or the Supreme Court
directing the Ministry of Surface
Transport, Ministry of Finance, IRDA
and the Ministry of Petroleum to
ensure that the aforesaid
recommendations of the Justice
Rangarajan Committee are
operationalised both for the benefit of
the insurance companies and more
particularly of innocent victims on the
road who may suffer accidental injury
or death by vehicles which are
not carrying third party liability
insurance cover.
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One of the
f i r s t
petitions I
filed in the
C h e n n a i
C o n s u m e r
D i s p u t e s
R e d r e s s a l
Forum was
challenging
the decision
of a public

sector insurance company to repudiate
the claim of a fisherwoman.  Because of
the delay of the insurance company, the
family was reduced to penury. From a
comfortable middle class existence, she
had been forced to make and sell idlis
sitting on the platform of the Chennai
railway station. The story, if told in
detail, will read like a thriller by a
famous author.   Let me tell it here
briefly.

Rathi Devi borrowed money pledging
her jewels and seeking assistance from
relatives to buy a motorised boat.   From
uncertain and abject lower middle class
status, she and her husband were able
to build themselves up.   One day about
seven fishing labourers hired by Rathi
Devi set off to catch fish.

The boat and all the fishermen
disappeared.   Rathi Devi had filled the
tank with diesel the previous day and
the bill was available.

After completing all legal
formalities such as FIR, search by the
Coastguard etc. when the claim was
made, it was rejected. That the
insurance company official asked for a
percentage could not be proved then or
now.  When Rathi Devi came to me, we
took the case up in the Chennai District
Consumer Disputed Redressal Forum
and succeeded in proving our point.

The insurance company was asked
to pay the compensation with interest.

The company preferred appeal after
appeal, in the State Commission, from
there to National Commission and from
there to the Supreme Court.   Finally it
paid the money.

The attitude of the insurance
company was one of defiance of the
justification of the claim in the District
Forum. This later  became merely a
routine exercise to go on appeal after
appeal.   The total amount spent by the
insurance company on this litigation (as
perhaps it is in most cases) would have
exceeded the quantum of compensation
claimed, and later paid, with interest.

Thought corruption was the delaying
factor in this case, it is a real or
imaginary fear of vigilance audit
objections that delay the settlement of
the most routine of claims.

My questions are:

1) Should the insurance companies,
especially the public sector, be paranoid
about the remote possibility of the
vigilance or the audit official to question
the payment?

2)  Should not the insurance company
executives recognise the standing of an
authority of the Consumer Forum and
pay the money based on the orders of
the district forum.  What was the need
for going on appeal?

3) Should the insurance company
lawyers or standing counsel be the
ultimate authority to decide on appeals?

In another case at recent times, a
lodge was insured against fire hazard

by the lending institution to which the
property was mortgaged.   A destroyed
parts of the building.  The owners did
not even know that their building was
insured by the lending company to
protect their loans.  When the owner
went to pay back the loan after a long
time, the finance company asked the
reason for delay.  They suggested that
the owner file an insurance claim.

An arrogant officer of the insurance
company whose honesty was in question
kept postponing the settlement month
after month. At our suggestion
the Insurance Ombudsman
was approached.   It took three
years to finally settle the claim.   My
questions are;

1) Should not be the maximum time
for settlement of the claim under the
regulation be observed and enforced ?

2) As there are a large number of
surveyors available should not the
insurance company compel the surveyor
to give a report in 72 hours after
reference to the surveyor?

3) The claimant must have access or
get a copy of the surveyors report within
24 hours of the insurance companies
receiving it.  Why is this not practiced?

4) Should an insurance company
executive resort to bamboozling the
staff of a claimant’s organisation to
persuade them to give false evidence,
which happened in this case?

It is a well-known fact that cannot
be officially recognised or confirmed as
truth that there is huge corruption as a
result of a nexus between the insurer,
the surveyor and the insurance company
executive.   In order to break the nexus,
I would consider the following actions
as essential while settling a claim.

1) Ensure that the insured value is
equal to the value of the property or
goods or is justifiable.

Rising to Customer Expectations
R. Desikan

Establish a simple
procedural protocol so

that the insured and the
insurer are happy in

the end.
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The author is Trustee, Consumers
Association of India and Centre for
Consumer Education, Research, Testing
and Training (CONCERT.)

2) Let the insurance policy in simple
understandable plain English
summarise the legalistic policy
conditions.  We have done work in this
area but unfortunately the response of
insurance companies is cold.

3) Within three days of receiving a
claim acknowledge the claim.  As the
Regulation requires, within 30 days of
receiving the documents or and
surveyors report if applicable, settle or
repudiate it.   If the settlement figure is
lower than the claim, justify it.

4) If repudiated, give detailed
reasons why.

For each of the above establish a
simple procedural protocol so that the
insured and the insurer are happy in the
end. Delays in giving what is due to a
citizen-consumer, led to introduction of
speed money.  Speed money starting at
the lowest rung of ladder has resulted
into an all pervasive, omnipresent
demon eating into the entrails of
governance.

Transparency is the best solution.
It is also very important that IRDA
demands and ensures a user charter
that should be handed over along with
each policy issued by every insurance

AGAINST THE
BREACH
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company in this country.  Today, most
of the charters talk about the
structure of the company, capital
assets etc. which are not relevant to
the insurer.

When I pay premium to protect
myself from an unexpected event, I
must have the confidence and trust
that in case of an eventuality my claim
will be settled without any fuss, but
within laid down norms.   The entire
basis of insurance is based on mutual
trust so that a large number of
individuals contribute small
amounts to protect themselves from
any unpleasant and unexpected
situations.

I would also like the IRDA to set
up a social audit committee which will
study at regular intervals the cutting
edge performance of each insurance
company and every one of its branches.

Send your articles to: Editor, IRDA Journal, Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority,
Parisrama Bhavanam, III Floor, 5-9-58/B, Basheer Bagh, Hyderabad 500 004
or  e-mail us at irdajournal@irdaonline.org

AND BAD
We welcome consumer experiences.
Tell us about the good and the bad you have gone through and your suggestions. Your insights are
valuable to the industry.  Help us see where we are going.

GOOD
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IRDA should also now
review the Regulation on

Protection of
Policyholders’ Interest and

amend it to tighten
loopholes on the basis of

consumer feedback.

Listen to the Customer
Pushpa Girimaji
A few years ago, two seniors official of a
private insurance company visited me at my
workplace. They said they were setting up
shop in India  and wanted to find out what
the consumer expected from an insurer.
During our discussion I  told them that
barring the policy on a vehicle, which is
mandatory, I have not taken any policy and
have also decided not to take any until I have
confidence in the quality of service provided
by the insurers. The two gentlemen assured
me that their service would be excellent and
that they would sell their first policy to me
and I would never regret it. They never came
back and my opinion of insurers and their
quality of service remains unchanged.

In fact a recent personal experience only
reinforced my view. I have often had
consumers-readers of my column
complaining about insurance companies and,
when my car was stolen, I thought it was a
good opportunity for me to personally see
how insurance companies behaved with
customers.

What I did see was worse than what I
had heard. First of all, I found that even in
this age of computerisation,  the two branches
of the public sector general  insurance
company which dealt with my case did not
interact through e-mail , but through snail
mail. Maybe it gave them a chance to delay
settlement of claims on the ground that the
mail hadn’t reached.

My vehicle had been insured in Delhi and
the car was stolen in Bangalore. The
investigator from the Bangalore office  had
sent his report, but  apparently, had not sent
an  estimate on the value of the vehicle.  “We
have written  to the Bangalore office, and
even sent them reminders, but they have
not responded,” was the standard reply that
I got everytime I enquired about my claim.  I
must say that the image that this answer
gave me was that of a company that had
gone back 20 years in a time machine!

I had decided that, during this entire
process, I would not get angry whatever the
provocation and  just let things go the ‘normal
way.’ Carrying out my resolve was indeed
tough.

I remember one particularly hot day
when I left aside all my work and traveled 30
kms from my home to the insurance office
for a signature on a form to be submitted to

the Regional Transport Office (RTO).  On
arrival at the insurance office, I was told that
the person concerned had not come and so I
should come another day! From the way it
was said, this was quite a normal response in
that office.  I was really taken aback by the
insensitivity of the people in that office - they
had no inkling of what customer service
meant and they were not even apologetic
about it.

I refused to budge without the signature
and a long argument ensued. I finally got
one of them  to sign the form, but he took his
revenge. When I went to the Regional
Transport Office, they told me that the
insurance company’s PAN number was
missing. So I had to travel back and forth
twice.

On another occasion I suggested that
instead of asking the customer to go and pick
up the RTO form and come back again for
the insurer’s signature, it would be much

more convenient if the insurer kept the form
at the office. “That’s not our job. Why should
we help the customer?” asked the person
dealing with my case, in righteous
indignation.  I did not need any more evidence
to show the insurance company’s attitude to
the consumer.  What saddened me in the
end was that the advisory committee of IRDA
had spent considerable time and energy in
formulating  the Regulation on the protection
of policy holders’ interest !

I would really like to know if insurance
companies are collecting data from all their
branch offices on the implementation of the
Regulation and if so, what the report is. What
is the average time taken to settle a claim
and in how many cases have the insurers
voluntarily paid the interest on the claim
amount for delayed settlement? From my

own experience and from what I have heard
from consumers, the insurers have failed to
implement the regulation in its letter and
spirit.  In fact insurers have found ways of
circumventing the regulation and are not
paying for any delay.

Here are a few suggestions to ensure
implementation of the regulation:

1. First and foremost, IRDA should ask
all insurers to prepare a monthly report on
their compliance with the Regulation.

2. IRDA should also get done an
independent study and take stringent action
against those violating the Regulation.

3. The study should also be made public
so that consumers can choose only those
insurers who respect the rights of consumers.

4. IRDA should also now review the
Regulation on Protection of  Policyholders’
Interest and amend it to tighten loopholes on
the basis of consumer feedback.

5. A brief note  on the salient points of
the Regulation should be given to every
policyholder.

6. IRDA should prepare a feedback card
and make it mandatory for every insurer to
give to the policyholder to be filled up and
mailed to IRDA. The purpose of the card
should be to get the consumers’ feedback on
how the policy was sold, whether they were
made to understand the various terms and
conditions etc.

This would also prevent insurers from
resorting to unfair trade practices at the time
of  selling  the policy. In the US, several class
action suits have been filed against  insurers
for UTP and some of them against whom
such cases are filed also operate in India.

7.IRDA should also insist on another
feedback card from the policyholder at the
time of settlement of claim. This will  give the
IRDA  adequate and precise information on
the problems faced  by the consumer at the
time of settlement of claim, the time taken
for settlement, etc. Together the two
feedback forms would help assess the
performance of the insurer  vis-à-vis  the
Regulation.

The author is a consumer rights columnist
and a Member of the Insurance Advisory
Committee of the IRDA.
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Report Card:LIFE
New business grows 17 % over January

First Year Premium – February 2004

1 Allianz BajajAllianz BajajAllianz BajajAllianz BajajAllianz Bajaj 2,007.562,007.562,007.562,007.562,007.56 11,396.9111,396.9111,396.9111,396.9111,396.91 0.870.870.870.870.87 17,16817,16817,16817,16817,168 1,42,5361,42,5361,42,5361,42,5361,42,536 0.690.690.690.690.69 1,0301,0301,0301,0301,030 55,96855,96855,96855,96855,968 1.121.121.121.121.12
Individual Single Premium 2.05 276.43 8 711
Individual Non-Single Premium 2,007.23 11,056.49 17,151 1,41,773
Group Single Premium 0.00 0.76 0 1 0 781
Group Non-Single Premium -1.72 63.23 9 51 1,030 55,187

2 ING VysyaING VysyaING VysyaING VysyaING Vysya 681.79681.79681.79681.79681.79 4,517.134,517.134,517.134,517.134,517.13 0.350.350.350.350.35 8,4158,4158,4158,4158,415 59,22559,22559,22559,22559,225 0.290.290.290.290.29 128128128128128 1,2121,2121,2121,2121,212 0.020.020.020.020.02
Individual Single Premium 9.40 28.40 1,384 4,180
Individual Non-Single Premium 628.12 4,442.41 7,028 55,040
Group Single Premium 43.77 43.77 1 1 72 72
Group Non-Single Premium 0.50 2.55 2 4 56 1,140

3 AMP SanmarAMP SanmarAMP SanmarAMP SanmarAMP Sanmar 264.13264.13264.13264.13264.13 2,100.102,100.102,100.102,100.102,100.10 0.160.160.160.160.16 3,1053,1053,1053,1053,105 36,84336,84336,84336,84336,843 0.180.180.180.180.18 5,3525,3525,3525,3525,352 58,56958,56958,56958,56958,569 1.181.181.181.181.18
Individual Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0
Individual Non-Single Premium 238.76 1,891.83 3,102 36,827
Group Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 25.37 208.27 3 16 5,352 58,569

4 SBI LifeSBI LifeSBI LifeSBI LifeSBI Life 2,036.632,036.632,036.632,036.632,036.63 11,617.3811,617.3811,617.3811,617.3811,617.38 0.890.890.890.890.89 10,02510,02510,02510,02510,025 60,12160,12160,12160,12160,121 0.290.290.290.290.29 40,67340,67340,67340,67340,673 5,71,2765,71,2765,71,2765,71,2765,71,276 11.4611.4611.4611.4611.46
Individual Single Premium 491.77 2,013.56 463 6,056
Individual Non-Single Premium 662.17 2,873.32 9,486 53,682
Group Single Premium 770.44 4,588.42 4 22 9,968 48,877
Group Non-Single Premium 112.24 2,142.08 72 361 30,705 5,22,399

5 TTTTTata AIGata AIGata AIGata AIGata AIG 2,754.112,754.112,754.112,754.112,754.11 14,287.1014,287.1014,287.1014,287.1014,287.10 1.101.101.101.101.10 16,36816,36816,36816,36816,368 1,36,9901,36,9901,36,9901,36,9901,36,990 0.660.660.660.660.66 25,90325,90325,90325,90325,903 1,70,1591,70,1591,70,1591,70,1591,70,159 3.413.413.413.413.41
Individual Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0
Individual Non-Single Premium 987.25 10,373.95 16,360 1,36,928
Group Single Premium 45.64 431.24 0 1 8,755 86,358
Group Non-Single Premium 1,721.21 3,481.91 8 61 17,148 83,801

February Upto Feb. Upto Feb. February Upto Feb. Upto Feb. February Upto Feb. Upto Feb.

Premium u/w % of No. of Policies/Schemes % of No. of lives covered
Premium Policies under Group Schemes

% of lives
under

Group Schemes

With the financial year 2003-04 almost
drawing to a close, the life industry wrote
first year premium of Rs.1,303,756.22 lakh
towards 2,06,30,207 policies up to February,
2004. The overall growth over premium
underwritten upto January 2004 was 16.98
per cent with private players recording
growth of 22.10 per cent and LIC 16.26 per
cent during the month.

In terms of policies, the growth was 15.53
per cent. Premium underwritten by the
private players in February, 2004 was
Rs.1,66,629.31 lakh, viz., 12.78 per cent of
total premium underwritten. In comparison,
LIC underwrote premium of Rs.11,37,126.91
lakh i.e., a market share of 87.22 per cent.

In terms of policies underwritten, the
market share of the private players was
6.25 per cent as against 93.75 per cent of
LIC. A comparison of the data for April,
2003 to February 2004 reveals that the

insurers have underwritten 77 per cent of
the single and first year premiums
procured during 2002-03.

The premium written by the private
players for individual policies stood at
Rs.1,45,912.72 lakh, towards 12,87,588
policies with group premium accounting for
Rs.20,716.60 lakh towards 912 schemes.
The number of lives covered under group
schemes was 14,17,582.

Premium written by LIC under
individual schemes was Rs.9,11,093.38 lakh
towards 1,93,29,451 policies, and under
group schemes was Rs.2,26,033.53 lakh
towards 12,256 schemes. The number of
lives covered by LIC under group schemes
increased to 35,66,606, i.e., 71.56 per cent
of the total lives covered.

ICICI Prudential continued to lead
amongst the private players with premium

at 4.43 per cent and policies at 1.65 per cent.
In terms of number of lives covered, SBI
life led with 5,71,276 lives viz., 11.46 per
cent of the total lives covered.

While private insurers underwrote
business under the rural sector at
Rs.2,760.18 lakh towards 1,87,605 polices,
two insurers have “nil business” under the
social sector. The private insurers
underwrote premium of Rs.187.16 lakh in
the social sector covering 176412 lives. LIC
underwrote rural premium of
Rs.1,07,725.33 lakh towards 44,14,007
policies and Rs.1,520.23 lakh covering
15,18,958 lives in the social sector.

Premium underwritten by LIC under
Varishtha Bima Yojana was Rs.5,24,721.75
lakh towards 2,87,305 policies, i.e., growth
of 11.1 per cent and 10.76 per cent,
respectively during the month.

(Rs. in lakhs)
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6 HDFC Standard LifeHDFC Standard LifeHDFC Standard LifeHDFC Standard LifeHDFC Standard Life 2,218.182,218.182,218.182,218.182,218.18 15,001.8315,001.8315,001.8315,001.8315,001.83 1.151.151.151.151.15 19,05819,05819,05819,05819,058 1,67,7691,67,7691,67,7691,67,7691,67,769 0.810.810.810.810.81 6,5016,5016,5016,5016,501 47,83447,83447,83447,83447,834 0.960.960.960.960.96
Individual Single Premium 674.71 4,955.47 1,388 35,981
Individual Non-Single Premium 1,483.71 9,070.29 17,663 1,31,691
Group Single Premium 59.76 976.08 7 97 6,501 47,834
Group Non-Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0

7 ICICI PrudentialICICI PrudentialICICI PrudentialICICI PrudentialICICI Prudential 11,900.3711,900.3711,900.3711,900.3711,900.37 57,714.1557,714.1557,714.1557,714.1557,714.15 4.434.434.434.434.43 79,75279,75279,75279,75279,752 3,40,5113,40,5113,40,5113,40,5113,40,511 1.651.651.651.651.65 2,0142,0142,0142,0142,014 25,76425,76425,76425,76425,764 0.520.520.520.520.52
Individual Single Premium 1,921.00 9,633.00 907 9,003
Individual Non-Single Premium 9,969.00 47,743.00 78,839 3,31,461
Group Single Premium 3.77 150.95 5 41 1,899 24,800
Group Non-Single Premium 6.60 187.20 1 6 115 964

8 Birla SunlifeBirla SunlifeBirla SunlifeBirla SunlifeBirla Sunlife 5,247.675,247.675,247.675,247.675,247.67 24,752.4324,752.4324,752.4324,752.4324,752.43 1.901.901.901.901.90 19,79219,79219,79219,79219,792 1,12,2541,12,2541,12,2541,12,2541,12,254 0.540.540.540.540.54 3,6653,6653,6653,6653,665 1,44,7181,44,7181,44,7181,44,7181,44,718 2.902.902.902.902.90
Individual Single Premium 258.34 1,255.53 4,485 22,730
Individual Non-Single Premium 2,617.66 16,144.20 15,301 89,426
Group Single Premium 34.49 357.08 0 0 281 2,793
Group Non-Single Premium 2,337.18 6,995.62 6 98 3,384 1,41,925

9 AvivaAvivaAvivaAvivaAviva 944.16944.16944.16944.16944.16 5,935.315,935.315,935.315,935.315,935.31 0.460.460.460.460.46 7,5587,5587,5587,5587,558 56,47856,47856,47856,47856,478 0.270.270.270.270.27 11,25811,25811,25811,25811,258 51,93651,93651,93651,93651,936 1.041.041.041.041.04
Individual Single Premium 50.37 430.33 73 642
Individual Non-Single Premium 885.79 5,468.74 7,480 55,818
Group Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 8.00 36.24 5 18 11,258 51,936

10 OM Kotak MahindraOM Kotak MahindraOM Kotak MahindraOM Kotak MahindraOM Kotak Mahindra 973.53973.53973.53973.53973.53 6,960.616,960.616,960.616,960.616,960.61 0.530.530.530.530.53 4,7894,7894,7894,7894,789 38,92538,92538,92538,92538,925 0.190.190.190.190.19 10,84710,84710,84710,84710,847 70,69370,69370,69370,69370,693 1.421.421.421.421.42
Individual Single Premium 29.05 289.79 30 248
Individual Non-Single Premium 885.00 6,053.66 4,753 38,635
Group Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 59.48 617.16 6 42 10,847 70,693

11 Max New York LifeMax New York LifeMax New York LifeMax New York LifeMax New York Life 1,420.121,420.121,420.121,420.121,420.12 10,518.1510,518.1510,518.1510,518.1510,518.15 0.810.810.810.810.81 18,13718,13718,13718,13718,137 1,17,3511,17,3511,17,3511,17,3511,17,351 0.570.570.570.570.57 3,0923,0923,0923,0923,092 2,00,9152,00,9152,00,9152,00,9152,00,915 4.034.034.034.034.03
Individual Single Premium 7.15 153.77 12 172
Individual Non-Single Premium 1,405.07 9,959.64 18,121 1,17,094
Group Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 7.89 404.74 4 85 3,092 2,00,915

12 MetLifeMetLifeMetLifeMetLifeMetLife 268.62268.62268.62268.62268.62 1,828.211,828.211,828.211,828.211,828.21 0.140.140.140.140.14 2,9122,9122,9122,9122,912 19,49719,49719,49719,49719,497 0.090.090.090.090.09 2,1322,1322,1322,1322,132 18,53818,53818,53818,53818,538 0.370.370.370.370.37
Individual Single Premium 7.84 40.52 17 221
Individual Non-Single Premium 259.59 1,758.39 2,893 19,269
Group Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
Group Non-Single Premium 1.19 29.30 2 7 2,132 18,538
PPPPPrivate Trivate Trivate Trivate Trivate Totalotalotalotalotal 30,716.8530,716.8530,716.8530,716.8530,716.85 1,66,629.311,66,629.311,66,629.311,66,629.311,66,629.31 12.7812.7812.7812.7812.78 207,079207,079207,079207,079207,079 1,288,5001,288,5001,288,5001,288,5001,288,500 6.256.256.256.256.25 1,12,5951,12,5951,12,5951,12,5951,12,595 14,17,58214,17,58214,17,58214,17,58214,17,582 28.4428.4428.4428.4428.44

13 LICLICLICLICLIC 1,59,078.351,59,078.351,59,078.351,59,078.351,59,078.35 1,137,126.911,137,126.911,137,126.911,137,126.911,137,126.91 87.2287.2287.2287.2287.22 2,570,8142,570,8142,570,8142,570,8142,570,814 19,341,70719,341,70719,341,70719,341,70719,341,707 93.7593.7593.7593.7593.75 5,18,9005,18,9005,18,9005,18,9005,18,900 35,66,60635,66,60635,66,60635,66,60635,66,606 71.5671.5671.5671.5671.56
Individual Single Premium 16,950.36 70,404.38 48,399 151,645
Individual Non-Single Premium 1,19,445.01 8,40,689.00 2,520,818 19,177,806
Group Single Premium 22,682.98 2,26,033.53 1,597 12,256 5,18,900 3,566,606
Group Non-Single Premium 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
Grand TGrand TGrand TGrand TGrand Totalotalotalotalotal 1,89,795.201,89,795.201,89,795.201,89,795.201,89,795.20 1,303,756.221,303,756.221,303,756.221,303,756.221,303,756.22 100.00100.00100.00100.00100.00 2,777,8932,777,8932,777,8932,777,8932,777,893 20,630,20720,630,20720,630,20720,630,20720,630,207 100.00100.00100.00100.00100.00 6,31,4956,31,4956,31,4956,31,4956,31,495 49,84,18849,84,18849,84,18849,84,18849,84,188 100.00100.00100.00100.00100.00

Premium u/w % of No. of Policies/Schemes % of No. of lives covered
Premium Policies under Group Schemes

February Upto Feb. Upto Feb. February Upto Feb. Upto Feb. February Upto Feb. Upto Feb.

% of lives
under

Group Schemes

Note: LIC’s business figures do not include Varishtha Pension Bima Yojana.

(Rs. in lakhs)
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Report Card:GENERAL

Royal Sundaram 1,769.47 22,901.82 1,422.86 16,597.74 1.58 37.98

TataAIG 2,401.29 32,450.69 1,550.14 20,031.23 2.25 62.00

Reliance General 882.19 15,404.34 642.33 17,060.86 1.07 -9.71

IFFCO-Tokio 1,934.03 28,466.37 1,574.67 18,906.44 1.97 50.56
ICICI Lombard 5,265.50 45,628.12 1,704.35 19,131.97 3.16 138.49

Bajaj Allianz 4,124.94 42,627.43 2,413.23 25,912.00 2.95 64.51

HDFC Chubb 1,155.14 9,549.06 208.47 602.49 0.66 1,484.93

Cholamandalam 690.60 8,303.44 173.18 809.63 0.57 925.58
New India 26,541.00 3,50,098.00 28,084.00 3,49,888.00 24.22 0.06

National 24,893.00 3,09,132.00 21,603.00 2,59,116.00 21.39 19.30

United India 22,265.00 2,80,149.00 20,315.00 2,69,704.00 19.38 3.87

Oriental 20,371.84 2,62,050.72 17,967.12 2,55,272.73 18.13 2.66
ECGC 2,945.15 38,446.70 4,206.49 31,964.20 2.66 20.28

PRIVATE TOTAL 18,223.17 205,331.28 9,689.23 1,19,052.37 14.21 72.47

PUBLIC TOTAL 97,015.99 1,239,876.42 92,175.61 11,65,944.93 85.79 6.34

GRAND TOTAL 1,15,239.16 1,445,207.70 1,01,864.84 12,84,997.30 100.00 12.47

Insurer Premium 2003-04 Premium 2002-03 Market share Growth %
upto Year on

January, 04   YearFor the month Upto the month For the month Upto the month

(Rs. in lakhs)

Gross Premium Underwritten – February 2004

G.V. Rao

Premium Growth revives to 13%

Performance for the month of February 2004
The market premium in February

2004 grew by Rs. 133 crores (13 per cent)
to record a monthly premium of about
Rs. 1,150 crores in line with the average
growth rate of around 12 per cent to 13
per cent. The private players have
improved their performance by Rs. 85
crores (88 per cent growth) and the public
players including ECGC by Rs. 48 crores
(5.2 per cent growth).

The SVRS announced by the four
public players has not had any adverse
impact on their overall premium
increases in February 2004. The four
public players have improved their
premium levels by Rs. 60 crores (6. 8
per cent) and have maintained their
average growth rate of six per cent.
ECGC has dropped its premium by

Rs. 12 crores (-28 per cent). New India
has dropped by Rs. 16 crores (-5.7 per
cent). National Insurance has recorded
an accretion of Rs. 33 crores (15.3 per
cent), Oriental Rs. 24 crores (13.3 per
cent), and UIIC Rs. 20 crores (10 per
cent).

The psychological disadvantage of
SVRS as a morale deflator for the
public players has proved to be wrong if
the results of February 2004 are any
reliable indication of the future trends.
New India among them seems to be
having the toughest challenge on its
hands to reassert itself as the market
leader.

The private players have
maintained their growth rate of around
85 per cent . They have recorded in
February 2004 an accretion of Rs. 85

crores (88 per cent growth) to reach
Rs. 182 crores giving continued evidence
that they are the market trend setters
of growth and accretion. ICICI Lombard
with an accretion of Rs. 36 crores (200
per cent growth) looks unstoppable in
its march as the top player among the
private players.

Bajaj-Allianz, the second ranked
player has an accretion of Rs. 17 crores
(70 per cent growth). There is almost a
race between these two for the top
honours. HDFC Chubb has Rs. nine
crores accretion followed by Tata AIG
with Rs. eight crores. All other players
have also shown increases in their
premium levels.

Performance up to February 2004
The premium levels up to February

2004 have gone up to about Rs. 14, 450
crores with an accretion of Rs. 1,600
crores (12.5 per cent growth). Of this
Rs. 1,600 crores the eight private
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players have contributed over Rs. 860
crores (73 per cent growth), the four
public players Rs. 675 crores (6 per cent
growth) and ECGC Rs. 65 crores (20 per
cent growth).

National Insurance alone has
contributed Rs. 500 crores (19.3 per
cent) increase to the overall accretion of
Rs. 675 crores of the public players. UIIC
has chipped in with Rs. 105 crores (3.8
per cent) and Oriental with Rs. 68 crores
(2.7 per cent) with New India recording
almost no accretion.

The reasons for the uneven growth
rates among the four public players are
puzzling.

New India is located in the West
that has a premium potential of 40 per
cent of the overall premiums; UIIC and
Oriental are located in the South and
North respectively, having premium
potentials of about 25 per cent each;
National Insurance in the East with a
premium potential of about 10 per cent.

The uneven growth rates could
perhaps be explained as due to the
competitive pressures generated by the
private players who are mostly located
in the West. There are more corporate
accounts to be targeted in the West than
elsewhere.

National Insurance has shown that
despite its location in the East with a
relatively low potential for business, it
is possible to provide tougher

c o m p e t i t i v e
pressures to win
premium volumes
on an all India
basis.

The major
contributors to the
p r e m i u m
accretion of the
private players of
Rs. 860 crores are
ICICI Lombard
with Rs. 270 crores
(140 per cent),

Bajaj with Rs. 170 crores (65 per cent),
Tata AIG with Rs. 125 crores (62 per
cent) and IFFCO-Tokio with about Rs.
100 crores (50 per cent).

Prospects
The growth rate of six per cent of the

public players is an indication of how
tough market conditions have become
for them despite the rate increases in
Motor business in the first quarter of
the current fiscal. Health insurance
campaigns like the Universal Health
Insurance and bank-tie ups have further
boosted their market efforts this year.
Despite these special efforts the going
for them has been tough. Retention of
major corporate accounts has been a
major headache for them. Corporate
strategies to deal with unhealthy
competitive market pressures have yet
to be devised and implemented.

With SVRS
involving the exit
of almost 30 per
cent of the
Managers and
Deputy Managers
of each of the
public players, the
decision-making
and servicing
capabilities of
each will be more
sorely tested. How
will they cope?

That is the immediate biggest challenge
before them.

Private players who have had an
impressive growth so far have now
additional opportunities to mount even
more competitive pressures on the
available market business of
corporates. The current average growth
rate of 12 per cent, despite being
impressive according to international
standards, compares poorly with the
growth rate of 20 per cent achieved in
the previous fiscal. In the immediate
future it is unlikely that there would be
any tariff rate increases. Motor Own
Damage (OD) business, if it is detariffed,
as is likely, may see a fall in rates
leading to lower growth rates.

The immediate future and the next
fiscal 2004 – 2005 appear as quite
daunting with the environment within
companies and outside more
challenging than ever before. With no
precedents and past experience to guide
the present leadership of public players
it has on its hands the toughest
challenge which none of its predecessors
have faced.

The author is retired CMD, The Oriental
Insurance Company.
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Continued from the last issue:

Before we come to rural business, let us
first look at the investment-linked plans.

Even today, there are many who feel
that the Indian capital market is not a
mature market and that it is not ready
for investment-linked life insurance
plans. If that is the reality in a
burgeoning economy, what to say of a
decade or two back? There is also the
attitude of the people. Notwithstanding
the soaring price of gold, there is
aggressive selling of gold by the jewellers
and the thronging crowds in jewellery
shops is indeed an amazing spectacle.

In spite of the rising crime rates,
people still consider gold a safer
investment than money instruments,
possibly because of frequent stock
market scams. There has also been the
scandal of the failure of the smaller
benefit funds recently in the South and
of some cooperative banks in the West,
to scare people off money deals with
unknown or even known entities.

If people are attracted to investment
linked plans now, it is rather because
the Government’s consumerist anti-
savings fiscal policies have left no option
for the discerning populace. A fear-driven
captive market is neither a good nor a
lasting market. We can consider that
there is a good market for these
investment-oriented plans only if people
choose them in spite of other equally good
investment opportunities available,
which is not the case at present.

One should also not forget that
though LIC had a monopoly in selling
life insurance, it always had to compete
with other lucrative savings instruments
such as mutual funds, Post Office
schemes and National Savings
Certificates. It has grown to its giant size
largely because people accepted it as a
good and safe savings instrument in
those days.

Let us also take a look at the health-
riders in life policies.  Practically all
insurers are offering comparable
benefits, covering the contingency of the
onset of the same set of costly illnesses.
There is not much variety here.

In Retrospect
Nirmala Ayyar

But, if we are to believe the
announcements regarding recent
developments in the field of medicine, such
as a vaccine for cancer or injections for
cardiac problems, it is quite possible that
these leaders in health cost may soon
cease to be so, in which case the health
riders may lose their novelty.

Would we really be prepared to deal
with the rising incidence of major health
cost in areas relating to mental illnesses,
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease, or,
cancer and diabetes in children? Because,
if the services offered are to be truly need-
based, this is where the need will be felt
in times to come.

But, quite obviously, it is much easier
and more comfortable to cover cardiac and
cancer costs. The Western experiment
with Long Term Care is not very
encouraging from a business perspective.
While in India it can be a much less costly
proposition, it will, in implementation,

turn out to be a synonym for care of the
aged in a scenario of  increasing longevity
coupled with acute geriatric problems and
fragmented family units, and therefore a
losing business proposition, or may
metamorphose into another way of selling
annuity policies. What value does the
insurance industry propose to add to this
vital sector?

A detailed analysis of these aspects
is called for in order to explode the myth
that insurance selling is truly need-based,
and we could not so far meet the needs of
the people.

What, in the final analysis, are specific
insurance needs in a person’s life? Cover
against early death, accidental death,
money required to meet expected or
unexpected mid-life expenses and
provision for old age. A mid-life expense
could be a medical expense, an expense

for the education or marriage of a child, a
housing loan. Anything more than these
defined as an insurance need could only
be called quibbling.

People are smart. LIC could not sell
its Multipurpose policy, the equivalent
of the Universal policy of the US. LIC
may have 58 products on its table. But
what the agents sell and what the people
buy with confidence happens to be only
the handful of same old Endowment, or
whole life type of plans call them by what
name you will.

A rose called by any name is as sweet,
as the poet said. While it is true we can
influence the agent’s selling preferences
by altering the commission structure, we
cannot do this to the buyer of insurance.
He counts the cost of the frills. Is it not
true that the scenario is the same the
world over?

And so we come to Rural Business.

The special annual issue of the IRDA
Journal makes it very clear that we have
not been successful in achieving our
objectives in the area of rural business.
LIC has a long history of
experimentation and also success in rural
business. Let us avail ourselves of the
benefit of lessons learnt and also use it
to get a closer look at the problems in
achieving targets in this area.

The real problem with rural business
has always been the classification of
what can be considered rural. With the
fast paced growth of cities, the suburbs
merging into surrounding villages,
migration of labour from villages to
cities, the classification is as stable as
quick sands. Our census data  becomes
outdated by the time it is compiled and
published. What is described in it as an
agrarian village might no longer be so
due to a shift to industry or migration of
rural labour. There is also the problem
of renaming of places. The names given
in the census data may not be the ones in
current use. The real villages in the
interior may not be identifiable through
pin codes.

There is therefore, a need for a
differentiated approach to the rural
question. What is the objective? Is it to

A fear-driven captive
market is neither a good

nor a lasting market.
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It would be wiser to
provide only group

insurance for the rural
poor and individual

policies for the
economically viable.

mop up the savings in rural areas or is it
to provide the benefit of insurance to the
rural populace? These are actually two
different questions because it addresses
two different sets of people in the villages
of India. Nowhere is the divide between
the haves and havenots so wide and deep
as in interior villages. Either you are the
landlord or you are the labourer.   There
may be a few other incidental occupations
not much more lucrative than that of the
labourer.

This situation may not be so evident
in the Punjab or Haryana, but it is the
root of the problem in Orissa,
Maharashtra, Andhra, Kerala,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu. The tales of
stark poverty drive terror into the heart.
Do these people need insurance? Yes, they
do. Can they pay for it? No sir, they cannot
afford to pay for it. If we have a quota for
rural insurance under such circumstances,
what can we expect?

There is one positive aspect to this
problem. More and more co-operative
efforts for betterment are slowly becoming
manifest in rural areas. Such efforts bring
prosperity in their wake. Further, there
are multiple contributions to the family
kitty, since idle hands are not encouraged
among the lower income groups. On the
other hand alcohol addiction and poor food
contribute to a shortening of the life span.

Taking the positive and negative
together, it would be wiser to provide only
group insurance for the rural poor while
individual policies should be reserved for
the economically viable.

Determination of the quota allocation
does not take into account regional
variations and the effect of natural
calamities on rural economies. Recent
phenomena include the havoc wrought by
export policies on rural economies.

Consider Maharashtra. The rich sugar
belt could support a substantial influx of
insurance business, but those producing
food crops in the arid interiors eke out a
precarious living. Similarly Karnataka is
riven by its famine ridden districts while
the cash crops support rich business in
coffee and condiments. It will not be
practicable to allot area wise quota.

However, the fact that natural
calamities wreak far greater havoc on
rural economy than on the cities needs
careful consideration. Flood or famine, the
devastation is in terms of crops and cattle.
One incidence of disease can wipe out an
entire year’s income from the coconut crops
in Kerala. The percentage of rural
business asked for from the new
companies is not very high. But it will
require to be modified on an on-going basis,
if the elements should prove inclement in
any particular area. A reprieve is needed
in such cases as otherwise the quality of
business can become suspect.

There is need to explore one more myth
– that regarding the use of advanced
technology. The foreign partners have not
only brought in new technologies but new
attitudes to technology as well. They are
more open to using the latest hardware or
software, and not count the cost. This
influences also the management style
which, true to Indian tradition was
feudalistic hitherto, and is now required

to switch over to an objective impersonal
management style, based only on
performance. The pros and cons of this
are the subject of management seminars
and need not be considered in this context.
Has modern technology succeeded in
giving better service to people?  That is
the question. Because, that was one of the
important postulates of the Malhotra
Committee.

To be able to answer it honestly, we
need to be clear as to what we mean by
better service. If the indicator is the extent
of politeness or finesse and efficiency in
dealing with customers, it is a function of
human attitude, and not of technology. It
is also a function of job knowledge, and
ability to use available technology. It

might have been available in the past
irrespective of technology, and it might be
available now irrespective of technology,
depending entirely on the person handling
the customer. As to whether recorded and
mechanical interfaces to customers can
be considered better service, there can
easily be two views about it. If it is a
question of on-line connectivity to the
remotest corners of the country, it is
heavily dependent on infrastructure
facilities provided by the country.

Let us consider for example, the
ability to switch funds on-line or pay
premiums through the Internet, or browse
on product features through the website.
What is the target audience and how big
is it? Doubtless every village in India will
be able to do these things in a matter of
fifty years from now, because a beginning
has been made now.

LIC started a Technical Services Wing
to offer consultancy to other countries,
because there was a demand for the
competence it had built up in the
insurance business. But cost of
implementation and training, constitute
an important consideration in any
technology oriented project. Also
technology ought not to be worshipped for
its own sake but only for what good it can
do for the greatest possible number of
people.

This is India Shining and poised to
march forward on the path of progress.
We are part of the bandwagon. To throw
caution to the winds in order  to quicken
the process, like a child wanting a surfeit
of sweets, would tantamount to forgetting
lessons from the past. Caution is needed
in any new venture, but more so when it is
public money that we are spending. To
sum up, a lot has been achieved in a short
while thanks to all concerned, within and
without the country. But as the poet said,
‘there are miles to go before we sleep’.
Though perspectives have changed, there
is still need for an honest search for better
solutions.

The author is retired Chief (Data Control
and Purification), LIC.
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New India Assurance has been ordered
by the National Consumer Disputes
Redressal Commission to pay Rs. 1.45 crore
with 12 per cent interest from May 1, 2000
till date to an export company whose stock
of insured seafood was damaged by the
Orissa super cyclone in October 1999.

“In our view, the insurance company
illegally repudiated the claim,” National
Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission
Presiding Member Justice M.B. Shah and
Member Rajyalaksmi Rao said in their
order.

The commission also directed the
insurance company to pay litigation cost of
Rs. 10,000 to the complainant S. K. Exports.

S. K. Exports’s seafood processing plant
at Bhubaneshwar (Orissa) was insured with
New India Assurance since 1995 under the
fire policy with extra peril coverage.

Following the cyclone on October 28,
1999, most of prawns in the cold storage
was spoilt as there was no power supply, S.
K. Exports said. The executive engineer of
the electricity company also certified that
there was no power supply between
October 29, 1999 and November 7, 1999.

The National Insurance Academy
(NIA), Pune, will start offering education
and consultancy in addition to its existing
activities of training and research. With this
in view it has introduced a two-year masters
programme in business administration
(MBA) programme.

Besides setting up two subsidiaries —
Emirates Pearl Management Training
Institute in Dubai and West African
Insurance Institute in Gambia — to act as
feeders to NIA, it is setting up three more
subsidiaries Mauritius, Sri Lanka and Nepal.

The academy will offer domain-
specialised courses in actuarial science and
information technology. NIA has entered
into a collaboration with the Fair Fax
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The thaw in bilateral relations is
enabling India to offer Pakistan its
expertise in the field of social security
for the informal sector.

“We will talk to the Pakistani
government if it wants (advice for the
social security scheme),” the Daily
Times, a Pakistani newspaper,
quoted India’s Union Labour
Minister Sahib Singh Verma as
saying in an interaction with a Lahore
Chambers of Commerce and Industry
delegation.

Highlighting that India’s new
social security scheme was the first
of its kind in the developing world,
Verma said that either Pakistan
could send its officials or Indian
officials could go over there to advise
them on the scheme.

The minister further said that the
main idea of a social security scheme
for the unorganised sector in India
was to entitle those 370 million
workers in the sector to pension and
other benefits including medical
insurance and family pension.

The scheme, which would have
contributions from employers as well,
was part of the ‘revolution’ to be
ushered into the unorganised sector,
he added.

Verma further said that the
employees between 18 and 35 years
would have to contribute Rs.50 and
those in the age group of 36 and 50
would pay Rs.100, while there would
be contribution from employers, he
added. Besides, a monthly pension of
Rs.500 would be offered on
retirement, permanent or temporary
disability or to the widow of a worker.

������	
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University in the US and is now a member
of the Institute of Global Insurance
Education (IGIE), a consortium of reputed
international academies from the US, UK
and Canada. It has tied up with the US-
based Life Office Management Association
(LOMA).

The NIA plans to start with a batch of
60 students this year – half would be foreign
students selected on G-MAT scores while
the other half would be Indians admitted
through a common admission test (CAT).
The academy has secured approval from
the All India Council of Technical Education
(AICTE) for the MBA programme.

NIA has also tied up with domestic and
foreign insurance companies to enable the
students get hands on experience

CONSUMER COMMISSION AWARDS
CLAIM TO SEAFOOD PLANT

S. K. Export’s claim was rejected by New
India Assurance, saying the nature of loss
comes under ‘deterioration of stock’ policy
which the export company had not opted
for.

However, S. K. Exports claimed that
the special peril premium for the policy,
which it paid for six years till the cyclone,
also covered the deterioration of stock due
to power failure.

The surveyors appointed by New India
Assurance, in their report on October 20,
2001 observed that the loss to S. K. Exports
due to the cyclone was approximately Rs
1.45 crore.

The insurance company, in its
arguments said the freezing plant of the
complainant company was not damaged or
destroyed by the cyclone.

The consumer court rejected this
contention saying, “The cover note
specifically provides that the insurance cover
is for stock of prawn and other fishes kept
at S. K. Export’s cold storage. If the cold
storage becomes non-functional because of
non-supply of electricity, it cannot be said
that there is no insurance coverage.”
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The Election Commission has
reportedly decided that every poll
official in Jharkhand will get an
insurance cover of Rs. 10 lakh.

The insurance will cover officials
who die under any circumstances
during poll duty, even those who might
die due to a heart attack. Besides, the
cover will give Rs. 5,00,000 to an official
losing any part of his or her body during
duty.

The commission has invited
tenders from insurance companies for
the purpose and has got a response
from about half a dozen firms.

The insurance coverage in a state
which frequently witnesses extremist
related violence, assumes significance
in the light of the call by Maoist
guerrilla groups to boycott the
elections.

The Registered and Head Office of Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of
India Limited  (ECGC) in Mumbai and its Large Exporters Branch, Mumbai,
have been given IS/ISO 9001:2000,quality management systems Certification
by Bureau of Indian Standards, India.

According to a press release from ECGC, the scope of the ISO certification
for the Head Office is for Issuance of Export Credit Insurance policies, Maturity
Factoring Services, Guarantees to Banks, Special Schemes and related products
for Exporters/Banks excluding Design and Development.

The scope of the License for its Large Exporter’s Branch in Mumbai is for
Issue of Export Credit Insurance Policies and related products for Large
Exporters excluding activities related to design, development and purchase
activities

The ISO certification obtained for the above offices is to ensure continual
supply of quality services to its customers as reflected by the Quality Policy
adopted by ECGC.

ECGC has also planned to expand the ISO Certification for ten more of its
branches during the year 2004 – 2005 in pursuit of its objective of spreading the
quality culture throughout the organisation.
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In last three general elections,

about 20 police officials and 12 polling
officials lost their lives. As a
punishment for violating the boycott
call, six officials have had their hands
cut off, it is reported.

Under the insurance scheme,
74,862 polling officials will be covered.

The state has 17,014 polling
booths with four officials in each. So,
68,056 polling officials will be deputed
and 6,806 will be kept as reserve.

Besides polling officials, police
personnel and paratroopers on election
duty will also come under the
insurance coverage.

Jharkhand goes to the polls on
April 20 and 26. In the first phase on
April 20, six constituencies considered
extremist infested will be covered.
Elections to the other eight
constituencies will be held on April 26.

ECGC OFFICES GET ISO 9001

Export Credit Guarantee Insurance
Corporation of India (ECGC) has upgraded
Pakistan to second highest country rating
category (A2), indicating improved
economic and political climate for bilateral
trade and lower insurance premium costs.

After new initiatives (for peace and
improved relations), the corporation has
upgraded Pakistan by two notches to A2
and the premium rates for export
insurance for the neighbour would be
lower compared to what was charged
before, ECGC officials are reported saying.

With this Pakistan has been brought
on par with other SAARC nations, making
it easy to manage operations.

ECGC has also upgraded Libya to B1
level after conducting a review of economic
climate since economic conditions have
improved in Libya and India was targetting
African states to promote exports.

ECGC UPS PAK, LIBYAN
RISK RATINGS

LIC continues to dominate the
insurance market in terms of ‘recall’ and
market share, but private insurance
companies are increasingly making
inroads into the consumer mindspace
according to the Taylor Nelson Sofres
(TNS) Insurance Tracker.

According to a press release from the
company the results of the survey on
percentage un-aided company
awareness was 99  per cent of LIC while
ICICI Prudential came second with 66
per cent. The values for all life insurance
companies are given in the table.

Un-aided company awareness   (%)

LIC 99
ICICI Prudential 66
SBI Life 29
OM Kotak Mahindra 26
Birla Sunlife 21
HDFC Standard Life 10
Dabur Aviva 12
Max New York Life 13
Tata AIG 18
Allianz Bajaj 17
MetLife 4
ING Vysya 2
AMP Sanmar 7

Dec. 2003 to Jan. 25, 2004
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China’s stock market is set to receive
more investment from insurance firms.
The Chinese government has already, in
principle, approved insurers to invest
directly in equities, according to reports.

China’s stock market is set to receive
more investment from insurance firms.
The Chinese government has already, in
principle, approved insurers to invest
directly in equities.

Wu Dingfu, chairman of the China
Insurance Regulatory Commission, said
China will allow its insurance funds to
enter capital markets in gradual steps.

China’s 61 insurance firms seek
higher investment returns than bonds
and banking deposits produce. Premium

According to Swiss Re’s latest “sigma”
report, overall economic losses from natural
disasters — aggravated by climate change
— in 2003 amounted to an estimated $70
billion. Property insurers across the globe
had to contend with losses of some $18.5
billion.

In financial terms total damage
attributable to natural and man-made
catastrophes in 2003 was $70 billion. At an
estimated $14 billion, the drought
conditions in central, southern and eastern
Europe produced the largest economic loss.
Typhoon Maemi in South Korea also
contributed a further $5.5 billion.

Of the 2003 total, man-made disasters
accounted for $12 billion of economic losses,
more than half of which was due to the
three-day power outage in the U.S. during
August.

Insurers to pay over $18 billion for
catastrophes

The property insurance industry bore
$18.5 billion, or one quarter, of the total

incomes in the Chinese mainland rose
27.1 per cent from a year earlier to 388.04
billion yuan ($46.75 billion), putting
pressure on insurance firms for better
yields.

Industry officials expect the insurance
regulator to permit insurers to directly
invest five percent of their total assets,
912.28 billion yuan by the end of last year,
in the A-share markets.

This can allow 45 billion yuan to flow
into the stock market.

Fund management firms believe
insurance deregulation will not come at
the cost of their business. The exposure of
insurance firms to mutual funds is low.
There were concerns that insurance firm

investments would cause a massive flow
from mutual funds to equity investment.
China’s insurance firms use only a tiny
proportion of their assets to buy mutual
funds.

China’s insurance companies placed
only 5.10 per cent of their assets in the
stock market through the purchase of the
securities investment funds last year,
falling far short of the 15 per cent
investment cap for the mutual funds,
according to official statistics.

The outstanding value of investment
by insurers reached 873.9 billion yuan at
the end of last year, among which 454.97
billion yuan were invested in bank
deposits, according to sources with the
China Insurance Regulatory Commission.

damage from catastrophes in 2003. Last year
was notable for the several billion dollar
catastrophes.

Six events generated insured property
losses in excess of one billion dollars,
together accounting for more than half of
all insured catastrophe losses reported in
2003.

During April, a storm system swept
across the US from the North East to the
Midwest, bringing snow and ice, while in
May, a record series of more than 400
tornadoes hit the US Mid-West with
hailstorms. These two events cost insurers
$3.2 billion and $1.6 billion respectively. In
September, Hurricane Isabel stormed across
the US states along the Eastern seaboard
and Ontario, generating an insured
property loss of $1.7 billion. Between the
end of October and beginning of November,
two forest fires raged in California resulting
in extensive property damage in the
populated forestry zones. In December 2003,
flash floods in the South of France caused
insured losses of $1 billion.

Natural catastrophes were responsible
for significantly more losses than major man-
made disasters which caused insured losses
of $2.3 billion in 2003, mainly from large
industrial fires, explosions and the loss of
space satellites.

Burden for property insurers: rising trend
While the insured property loss figure

of $18.5 billion is below those of recent
record years, 2003 can be added to the list
of costly loss years. Catastrophes have
caused billions of losses in every year since
the late eighties (an inflation-adjusted
annual average of $20 billion since 1987).
There are strong indications that the
billion-dollar loss trend will continue, and
the 2003 figures confirm this trend
towards high losses, which is being driven
by increasingly densely populated areas,
higher concentrations of insured values
and the development of endangered zones.

2003 was the hottest summer on record
for many countries in Europe, and in 2002
there were heavy flash floods in parts of
Europe during July and August. As the
report outlines there is increasing evidence
for a rise in extreme weather events, and
hence in insured catastrophe losses. It also
shows how the catastrophe bond market
is complementing the traditional way of
insuring and reinsuring catastrophes.

CHINESE INSURANCE FIRMS TO INVEST IN STOCKS

Swiss Re: Costs Are RisingSwiss Re: Costs Are RisingSwiss Re: Costs Are RisingSwiss Re: Costs Are RisingSwiss Re: Costs Are Rising
with Global Twith Global Twith Global Twith Global Twith Global Temperaturesemperaturesemperaturesemperaturesemperatures
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Munich Re announced that 2003 resulted in its first net loss since 1906, the year
of the San Francisco earthquake. The world’s largest reinsurer lost 434 million euros
($533 million) last year, but said that the result “draws a line under three difficult
years.”

Although the loss wasn’t good news, it was largely offset by the company’s increase
in underwriting profit to 2 billion Euros ($2.46 billion), the reduction of its combined
ratios to 96.7 percent in reinsurance and 96.4 percent in primary insurance and solid
forecasts of future profits.

The management in a statement said: “With the net loss for 2003, we are drawing
a line under three difficult years impacted above all by the bear market on the stock
exchanges. As the underwriting result for the year under review showed, we are
gearing our operations closely and consistently to profitability in all fields of business.

Munich Re’s gross premium income increased slightly to 40.4 billion euros ($49.61
billion). That, combined with the reduced combined ratios, which the company
attributed to “the successful outcome of consistent underwriting policy in both business
segments,” should have produced a profit. But the weak stock market throughout
most of 2003, combined with a 1.8 billion Euro ($2.21 billion) tax bill produced the
loss instead.

Commenting on the results the rating agency, A.M. Best, said that the company’s
financial strength rating of A+ (Superior) “remains unaffected following the release
of year-end 2003 results in line with expectations.” Best also noted the combined
ratio improvements, but noted that “earnings from the primary life segment remain
under pressure from the volatility of equity markets and relatively high minimum
guarantees.” The rating agency said it would “closely monitor Munich Re’s achievement
of its profitability targets during 2004.”

Munich Re is also well ahead in implementing the International Accounting
Standards (IAS) which are due to become compulsory next January. They are expected
to provide a better insight into the earnings performance of the group. The capital
market, said the management, will also respect this prompter and more informative
reporting. “That’s what happened when Munich Re was also among the first companies
to switch its consolidated accounting from German Commercial Code to IAS back in
1999.”

In discussing the results of its reinsurance operations, Munich Re said premium
income fell by 2.6 per cent to 24.8 billion Euros ($30.45 billion), due primarily to
“changes in exchange rates; in original currencies it increased by 9.8 per cent. Before
amortisation of goodwill, the reinsurance group achieved a pre-tax profit of 2.7 billion
Euros ($3.31 billion).

Sompo Japan Insurance Inc. launched
what it claims to be Japan’s first weather
derivative product against high waves.

The product, developed jointly with
Chiba Kogyo Bank, is intended for
corporations involved in fishing, tourism
and marine entertainment such as
pleasure boat operators, the nonlife
insurer said.

Munich Re Posts First Loss in 97 YearsMunich Re Posts First Loss in 97 YearsMunich Re Posts First Loss in 97 YearsMunich Re Posts First Loss in 97 YearsMunich Re Posts First Loss in 97 Years
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The derivative product allows
clients to get financial compensation if
waves above a certain level are observed
during a set period on the basis of data
collected at some 30 lighthouses
nationwide, it said.

The product will be custom-built to
meet customer needs, it added.

A record number of health
insurance societies for employees of
large companies are expected to
dissolve in fiscal 2003, according to a
survey by the Health, Labour and
Welfare Ministry, Japan.

According to the survey, 36
corporate health insurance societies
have disbanded since April 1. Since
more such associations are expected to
dissolve by the end of the month, the
total figure is expected to outnumber
the record high of 37 set in fiscal 2002.

The dissolution of corporate health
insurance associations for employees
of large companies began to be
noticeable in fiscal 1998. Sixteen such
associations dissolved in fiscal 2000,
and 26 in fiscal 2001.

The increase is believed to be due
in part to cuts in insurance premium
revenues amid the prolonged economic
downturn.

The number of such societies that
are expected to lose money in fiscal
2003 will decrease to 985 from 1,347
in fiscal 2002 thanks to an increase in
the ratio of medical fees covered by
salaried workers in April.

But many health insurance
societies with smaller corporate
members are believed to have been
forced to dissolve as they are finding it
difficult to continue completing the
clerical procedures involved, and their
financial conditions show no prospects
of improvement.

Corporate employees will be
covered by the government-run health
insurance programme after their
corporate health insurance societies
disband, and they will be unable to
enjoy a medical bill reduction
programme operated independently by
corporate health insurance societies.

SHAKEOUT SEENSHAKEOUT SEENSHAKEOUT SEENSHAKEOUT SEENSHAKEOUT SEEN
IN JAPANIN JAPANIN JAPANIN JAPANIN JAPAN

HEALHEALHEALHEALHEALTH INSURANCETH INSURANCETH INSURANCETH INSURANCETH INSURANCE
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At What Expense?
P. S. Prabhakar

Management Expenses
also, for the sake of

realism and uniformity,
should be calculated only
against the Net Earned

Premium Income.

The insurance
industry has
several unique
features and
one of them is
that it is the only
service industry
which has
a statutory
cap on its
management

expenses. Section 40C of the Insurance
Act read with Rule 17E of the Insurance
Rules merrily prescribes a complicated
formula to arrive at a percentage of the
maximum management expenses that
a general insurance company can afford
to expend. The age, size of the company
as well as its composition of portfolio
all will matter in determining the
percentage.

If we seek to know the idea behind
such a statutory limitation, we might
perhaps come up with the following
analogy. An insurer is in a business
that collects money from many to create
a fund in a sort of a fiduciary position.
Out of this fund the losses of those
unfortunate few are compensated for.
It will only defeat the purpose of the
spirit of communion, if the business is
conducted in an extravagant manner
and an unreasonably large part of the
‘fund’ is frittered away as the cost of
doing the business.

To come back to the limits, Rule 17E
prescribed (some six and a half decades
ago) that the expense limits in the Fire
and Miscellaneous portfolio will be in
graded bands to approximate to
something like 23.8 per cent for the
first Rs.1 crore and to a fixed 20 per
cent of the balance.  On the Marine side,
it will be, respectively, 16.3 per cent (for
the first crore) and 15 per cent for the
balance.  So, in effect, the law permits
in the range of 18 to 22 per cent of the
Gross Premium written in India, which
in itself is ‘generous’, at the current
levels of premium generation of the
industry.

In 1938-39, the nation was being
governed by foreigners, we had just
about 30 per cent of the population that
we have today and in terms of money,
the entire nation’s budget size was even
less than today’s revenue expenditure
budget of a general insurance company
and the law makers may not have
comprehended the implications beyond
a certain level while benchmarking the
expense limits.

If only they had carried the bands in
Rule 17E further, they would have
graded down the percentages to five to
10 per cent at the premium levels of
say Rs. 100 crores and above. And that
would have only meant that the average
ratios could not have been more than
seven or eight per cent at the current
levels of premium generation. The

principles of scale economics were not
applied beyond a point simply because
the law makers could not perhaps
imagine that the industry would grow
to such massive proportions.  The 1939
prescribed ratios have simply been left
unamended to the delight of the
insurers, who are pretty extravagant in
managing costs.

No matter how generous the law was
in prescribing the management
expenses ratio, the companies have
always been playing Oliver! Seldom
have they contained their costs even
within the bloated benchmark.  Every
company is supposed to make a specific
reference on the adherence to the 40 C
limits in their Board Reports. Rule 17-
H of the Insurance Rules also prescribes
certain actions against an ‘extravagant
general insurer’ that can be taken by

the Regulator (which may even extend
to cancellation of registration).

Except New India, all the three other
PSU companies have exceeded their
limits and have made a matter-of-fact
reference in their reports. In spite of
specific legal restrictions, the Regulator
has never initiated any action. The
statutory auditors of the companies too
have not even thought it fit to make a
reference to this issue. Neither has the
CAG.

The 40C limitation of expenses is
on the Gross Direct Premium (GDP) in
India. However, when the
apportionment of expenses are made
among Fire, Marine and Miscellaneous,
they are done on the Gross Premium
written plus the RI premium accepted
and after giving a 100 per cent
weightage to Fire and Miscellaneous
and a 75 per cent weightage to Marine.

However, neither of them seems to
be reflective of the true situation.
Earlier it was mentioned by this author
that the claims ratios would appear
more realistic if they are calculated on
the Net Earned Premium Income.
Similarly, the Management Expenses
also, for the sake of realism and
uniformity, should be calculated only
against the Net Earned Premium
Income.  As already mentioned, it is the
NEP, which is post-RI and post-URR,
which is a more realistic reflection of
the revenue generation.

The purpose behind the matching
concept in accounting would be served
only if the ratios of claims costs as well
as management costs are considered
against the NEP. The accompanying
table, which has the aforesaid
calculation, reveals that New India is
at the lowest at 27.15 per cent, Oriental
at the highest at 35.18 per cent and both
United and National are bordering 30
per cent. If we take the combined ratios
(of Claims and Expenses together), we
can see that UI tops with 120 per cent,
Oriental is second with 114 per cent,
National closely follows with 113 per
cent and New India comes last with 109
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The author, who used to work with the
nationalised general insurance industry,
is a practicing Chartered Accountant.  In
this series he will discuss the process of
analysing the balance sheet of a general
insurance company.

Employee costs range from
66 to 82 per cent of the

total costs of PSU general
insurers.

per cent. And this is exclusive of
commission costs.

The major portion of the cost of the
companies is in the form of employee
costs. The PSU industry employs nearly
a lakh of employees, organised in nearly
four dozens of trade unions (by different
nomenclatures), who have always
compared themselves with Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) employees and have
demanded benefits on par with them.

The industry top brass have never
taken pains to bring home to them the
need for looking at the insurance
industry’s uniqueness and the need to
prune costs. Offices were opened left,
right and centre and, in showing the
number of offices and in procuring
‘premium’ at whatever cost, without any

concern for the profitability aspect, the
companies vied with each other
vigorously.

Each of the PSUs has about 20 to 25
thousand employees with an average

productivity ratio of less than 50 per
cent. It can be seen from the chart that
the employee costs range from 66 to 82
per cent of the total costs.

At long last, the industry has
realised about the excess staff and
announced a VRS scheme but
unfortunately, this is producing
unexpected and gloomy effect as the
majority of the VRS optees are from
the cadre of Officers and that too from
the middle and top level.

With several senior executives
(including GMs, AGMs and Regional
Managers) on their way out, how the
industry is going to fill and man those
important positions is anybody’s
guess. The ‘domain-intensive’ industry
is suddenly going to find itself in a big
knowledge vacuum. And the question
that everyone will want an answer to
will be: Will the PSU industry survive?
If so, at what expense?
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Company Total Gross Actual Increase Net Expenses Staff Cost Staff Cost
Expenses Direct Expns over 40C Earned as  % of in Total as % of

Prem- Ratio% limit % Premium NEP Expenses Total Cost
India

New India 895 3,921 22.83 -1.03 3,297 27.15 590 65.92

National 601 2,864 20.98 1.24 1,966 30.57 425 70.72

Oriental 653 2,803 23.30 3.42 1,856 35.18 534 81.78

United India 622 2,968 20.96 1.60 2,109 29.49 466 74.92

Rs. in cr.

• ,.\. Journal ----1 
I 
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L to R: Mr. Apparao Machiraju, Director, IIIF, Mr. C. S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA and
Prof. P.L. Vishweshwer Rao, Director, UGC Academic Staff College, Open University
at the concluding session of the refresher course.
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L to R: Dr. K.C. Mishra, Director, NIA, Mr. C.S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA,
Mr. G.N. Bajpai, Chairman, SEBI and Mr. S.B. Mathur, Chairman, LIC at the
inauguration of NIA’s new facility.
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L to R: Mr. N.S. Sisodia, Secretary Finance Sector, Dr. Vijay Kelkar, Advisor to
Minister of Finance and Mr. C.S.Rao at the inaugural session of the XIVth ICDC.



Regulation was based on an over-reliance
on the appointed actuary, who in the case
of the Society was also the chief executive
over the critical period from 1991 to 1997,
despite a recognition of the potential for

conflict of interest inherent in this position.

The Penrose Report on the failure
of Equitable Life

Don’t look at the entry into
rural areas as an obligation,

but as a potential.

Mr C.S. Rao, Chairman, IRDA

The actuarial profession was influenced
by an environment in the life insurance
industry in which kudos went to who
sold the most policies...actuaries got
caught up in the marketing machine.

They were encouraged to devise products
that had all sorts of options and

guarantees.

The Penrose Report on the failure
of Equitable Life

The IRDA seems to think there is a
reluctance on the part of insurance

companies to get into health insurance.
But nobody can take a blind shot.

Mr. S. V. Mony, Vice-Chairman,
AMP Sanmar Life Insurance Company

Companies increasingly realise that their
principal assets are Internet-oriented or
digital assets, and they have to insure
them. This is akin to the changes faced

when moving from an agrarian economy to
an industrial economy.

Mr. Rob Hammesfahr, attorney and
author on e-commerce

“ ”
The regulatory structure

should follow market structure,
not the other way round. The reason
why FSA makes excellent sense in the

UK is that... there is no clear distinction
between banks and insurance and you
cannot regulate effectively without an

integrated regulator.
The case in India for a single regulator

is not particularly strong.

Mr. Howard Davies, Director, London School of
Economics and Political Science and  former head of

the Financial Services Authority (FSA), UK



Events

RNI No: APBIL/2002/9589

April 1 - 2, 2004
Venue : Budapest, Hungary
Central and Eastern European Regional Seminar

April 18 - 22, 2004
Venue: San Diego
RIMS Conference

April 20 - 21, 2004
Venue: Taipei
Pan-Asia Conference on Beating the Negative Interest
Spread and Managing Investments for
Best Returns by Asia Insurance Review in conjunction with
ABeam Consulting, and together with the support of the
Insurance Commissioner and the Ministry of Finance,
Singapore.

April 26
5th Asian Conference on Bancassurance & Alternative
Distribution Channels

May 27 -28
Venue: Hong Kong
5th Conference on Alternative Risk Transfers in

       Asia with Captives Workshop


